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For The Year Endin:
December 31, 2004
William H. Chalmers
May 25, 1923 - Sept. 18, 2004
This year 's Town Report is dedicated to the memory of former
Selectman, Bill Chalmers. Billfirst came to Sunapee as a summer visitor when he
was only afew weeks old and returned every year after that, except during WWII,
when he was on active duty in the U.S. Army. In 1970, he made Sunapee his
permanent residence and, following retirement, became active in serving the
town he loved so much.
Bill served as Selectman from 1997 to 2003. He was a member of the
Zoning Board ofAdjustmentfrom 1991 to 2003 and served as its Vice-Chairman
in 1994 and Chairman in 1995 and 1996. He was a member of the Upper Valley
Chapter ofSCORE (Service Corps ofRetired Executives) from 1992 to 2001 and
served as its Chapter Chair, from 1995 to 1996.
Bill loved Lake Sunapee and was very concerned about milfoil and other
threats to the Lake. From 1997 to 2002, he was Sunapee 's designated
representative to the Lake Sunapee Protective Association 's Board ofDirectors.
In his public and private lives, Bill was a concerned and caring
individual. He was very proud of Sunapee and believed strongly in serving
honestly, listening to both sides ofan issue, and making decisions without bias.
Our compliments and thanks to Nancy Peck Capozzoli for the pictures
on the front cover and pages 53 & 59
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Betty H. Ramspott Term Expires 2006












Charles Balyeat Term Expires 2007
John Mapley Term Expires 2005
Arthur Muller Term Expires 2005
William Price Term Expires 2006
Greg Shugart Term Expires 2006
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Richard C. Haines Term Expires 2007
Douglas Munro Term Expires 2005
T. Parssinen Term Expires 2006
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
Robert M. Haselton, Jr. Term Expires 2005
Jeffrey S. Trow Term Expires 2006
COFFIN PARK COMMITTEE
Represented by Town Office Employees
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Van Webb, Chairman Term Expires 2005
Bruce Burdett Term Expires 2006
Andrew Clifford Term Expires 2007
Lela Emery Term Expires 2005
Timothy Fleury Term Expires 2006
Robert Hill Term Expires 2007




Daniel R. Ruggles, Chief Term Expires 2008
Dana Ramspott Term Expires 2006
Howard Sargent Term Expires 2007
David Williams Term Expires 2005
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Daniel R. Ruggles Term Expires 2008
FOREST FIRE DEPUTY WARDENS
Duane Abbott Term Expires 2005
Dana Ramspott Term Expires 2005
Howard Sargent Term Expires 2005
Mark Scott Term Expires 2005
HEALTH OFFICER
Michael Dashner, Deputy Term Expires 2006
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
J. Anthony Bergeron Road Agent
David P. Cahill Police Chief
Frederick C. Gallup Selectman
Stephen Gray Highway Engineer
Daniel R. Ruggles Fire Chief
JOINT LOSS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Donna Nashawaty Term Expires 2005
Duane Abbott Term Expires 2005
Scott Campbell Term Expires 2005




Peter Urbach, Chairperson Term Expires 2006
Allan Davis Term Expires 2005
Joanna Drummond Term Expires 2006
Barbara Hollander Term Expires 2007
John Mapley Term Expires 2005
Paul Pratt Term Expires 2007
Sarah Southard Term Expires 2005
NH/VT SOLID WASTE PROJECT
Thomas J. Alexander Representative
Donna M. Nashawaty Alternate
PLANNING BOARD
Margaret Chalmers, Chairman Term
Allan Davis, Alternate Term
Clifford Field, Alternate Term
Barbara Hollander Term
Bruce Jennings Term
Donna Nashawaty, Ex-officio for Selectmen's Alternate Term
Robert Reisberg Term
Emma M. Smith, Ex-officio for Selectmen Term
Derek B. Tatlock Term






























































TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS












WATER & SEWER DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENT
David R. Brennan
WATER & SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Charles F. Smith, Chairman














Community Alliance ~ Greg Vigue
ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
Roger Landry
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Peter White, Chairman Term Expires 2006
Richard Guyer, Alternate Term Expires 2007
Emmons "Skip" Jenkins, Jr. Term Expires 2005
James P. Lyons Term Expires 2007
Robert E. Mastin, Jr. Term Expires 2006
Peter Urbach Term Expires 2007
Don Weatherson, Alternate Term Expires 2005
TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT 2004
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself and provide you
with some history of the issues that have presented themselves over the past year.
If you are not aware, John Wheeler retired in April of 2004 and we wish him luck
with his future activities. A search committee was formed, when John
announced his retirement and much to my excitement, I am here. My name is
Donna Nashawaty and as some background, I was most recently the City
Manager of Franklin, N.H. from February, 2000 to February, 2003 and Finance
Director there, from October, 1997 through January, 2000. Prior to Franklin, I
worked in various Towns for Municipal Resources Inc., a contract management
firm where I was employed as Town Administrator and Finance Director,
servicing multiple communities in the State of N.H. Prior to my municipal
experience, I was employed in banking, ending up in systems analysis as project
manager, involved with making various computer systems compatible, as banks
were bought up and combined. I hope to bring all of my experience and
enthusiasm to enhance Sunapee's endeavors.
One of my first observations was the number and versatility of the
volunteer's that the Town of Sunapee has working on various projects. I have
noticed that working with the varied groups, I really felt like we flew along in the
process, because of the enthusiasm that the many groups of collaborators have. I
have noted some of them in the following excerpts, but many more deserve the
gratitude of the town, as they often go unknown, not wanting any fanfare.
Personnel issues are always in the forefront of the administration of the
Town and changes always emerge. Dean Barton, a long time employee of the
Highway Department retired in 2004 and another long time employee, Eileen
Stiles, the Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector retired in June, Melissa Heino has
been sworn in as the new Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Our Library
Director Pat Hand has announced that she will be retiring in June 2005 and we
wish her well. Frank Gallup, our Treasurer, has decided not to run this year, after
19 years of continuous service to the town. We are going to miss him.
In 2004, the Board of Selectmen reached agreement, to lease the beach
side of the Town Docks, to the owners of the MV Mt. Kearsarge. During the
contract review process, the board reached an impasse, determining if the rental
of the town dock to the Kearsarge met the public benefit criteria and decided to
ask the voters of the town, and you will see a non-binding article asking for
direction on the warrant.
Northcape Design has continued to spearhead the construction of a new
information booth and the town has received generous, additional donations to
complete this project. We expect it to be fully operational, prior to Memorial
Day, for the summer season. Regrettably, Theresa Hamilton, who has spent
much time manning the booth, has informed me that she will not be working this
summer and Gloria Achilles and Marilyn Morse will be splitting the duties.
The Hydroelectric Plant has reached the end of the beneficial contract
with PSNH, who was purchasing all the electricity we generated at $.09 per kWh.
We will continue to operate, as we have formed an agreement with PSNH,
whereby we will be cooperatively using them to wheel our power over their lines,
keeping a revenue stream flowing, although selling it on the open market. We
are continuing to investigate other options.
As you are aware, the warrant article for the new Safety Services
Building failed in 2004 and one of my first duties was to become involved with
the ongoing project. Both the Building Committee and the Safety Services
Committee have worked very hard to determine the needs of the departments and
balance that with the finances of the community. I believe that the building
being presented in this years warrant, meets those needs. The financing of the
building has gotten creative, since a note instead of a bond, will be utilized
eliminating the need for bond attorneys, and bond anticipation note, expenses to
fund the construction portion of the project. The interest rate of 3.97% is very
competitive and matched with the reduced footprint and increased unfinished
areas of the building, makes the project more practical.
During the year, the Tax Maps were accepted by the Selectmen and
much work was involved in changing all of the files over using the new map and
lot numbers, including the tax collector's computer system and the assessing
system. Much of this was manual work and very detail orientated. Many thanks
to the staff; Joan, Lynne, Karen, Betty and Melissa for the support in making this
happen. In addition, the Revaluation Contract was negotiated and signed with
Vision Appraisal Technology, Inc., as an eighteen month process, for $186,000.
Our capital reserve for revaluation, will pay for a portion of the revaluation,
however we have a warrant article for $76,000, to complete the job. All of the
data collection will be done by April of 2005 and then the analysis for the
valuation will occur. The data collectors are working their wav around town.
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however, if you would like to arrange an appointment, you ean eall the assessors
to schedule one, at 763-4477. During July 2005, all of the property owners will
be contacted by mail, with an assessment for 2005 and have the opportunity to
meet with the assessors to bring information forward or arrange an inside visit, if
they did not gain entry during data collection. In order to make this process as
smooth as possible and since we did not create the way property tax is calculated.
I can only make it as fair and equitable as possible, b\ getting as much accurate
information for the file, as we are able. The first issue tax bill which comes out
in May will be for Vi of 2004 taxes paid. The bill which comes out in November
will have the new assessed value on it with the recalculated tax rate. A general
rule of thumb is that your market value times $15.00 per thousand is an
approximation of what you will see for total tax rate, for the 2005 tax year. This
amount is only an estimate, with the information I have available to me at this
time, since the education funding amount and the budgets have not been passed.
Our tax rate for 2004 was $25.60 and our equalization ratio for 2004 is 48%.
Another test to use, based on the equalization ratio, is to take the total assessed
value printed on your December 2004 bill and double it. The sum after doubling
is representative (very approximate) of your market value (excluding new
construction and current use). If you think the amount after doubling is too low
for your market value, you will likely see an increase in your tax obligation and if
after doubling, it is higher than market value, you may see a decrease in your tax
obligation. In October, the Department of Revenue calculates the total net
amount, voted by Town/School/State/County, divided by the total assessed
valuation of the Town, which is where the tax rate comes from. I do have some
slides that will go through the previous math, to help you be prepared.
One of the exciting things I have been involved in is to join with New
London and Newbury in order to have a tri-town assessing agreement. We are
working out the details, but conceptually, we would jointly have an assessor, who
would be the expert on the property, in the area. That person would be
responsible to each of the towns, as the assessor making sure that our properties
were kept up to market value and conducting a rolling revaluation. They would
oversee a data collector that would visit all properties over a five year period,
ensuring that we should never have to do a revaluation all at once like this again.
This proposal has the basis for saving the Town a significant amount of money,
both in revaluation costs and legal fees and ensuring the most fair and equitable
manner of valuating property as possible.
I look forward to the future with excitement and to meeting more of the
residents of the Town, please stop in the town office and introduce yourself.
Respectfully submitted
Donna M. Nashawaty, Town Manager
SELECTMEN'S REPORT FOR 2004
As we move into 2005, it is time to reflect on 2004.
In April, John Wheeler, our Town Manager, retired after ten years of
service to the Town of Sunapee. A Town Manager Search Committee was
formed and in conjunction with the search committee, the Selectmen chose
Donna Nashawaty as our new Town Manager. With Donna's leadership, we
have improved communication with all the town committees, departments and
vendors. The job descriptions, pay scale and insurance coverage's have been
updated.
Later in the year, longtime Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector Eileen
Stiles also retired. Eileen had also served as a School Board member and as
Water and Sewer Commissioner during her tenure here with the Town. We
wish both Eileen and John well in their retirement.
After a search and interviews, Melissa Heino was appointed as Deputy
Town Clerk/Tax Collector.
In December, David E. Gibbens tendered his resignation as member of
the Board of Selectmen, effective December 31
st
. We have appointed Richard
C. Leone to serve as a Selectman until the March 2005 elections. Mr. Leone is
a previous Selectman and State Representative to Legislature.
The Sunapee Gardeners have started the beautification project at the
Harbor with the planting of trees, bushes and flowers and a new walkway to
the Gazebo. This project has been funded by donations and money raised by
the Gardeners.
We still have both auto and boat parking problems in the Harbor, which
will have to be addressed.
We will have an article in the Town Warrant to be voted on at the March
Town Meeting to build a Safety Services Building, which will house the Fire
Department, the Police Department and the EMS Squad. This is a project that
we feel is vitally important to the Town.
Sunapee continues to work with the Coalition Commission to repeal the
state-wide property tax for education. This tax and the unconscionable county
tax prevent us from adequately funding the Town's needs and places an unfair
burden on our taxpayers.
Respectfully submitted,
William Roach ~ Chairman
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TOWN OF SUNAPEE TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OE NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OE THE TOWN OF SUNAPEE, County of
Sullivan, in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Sunapee Middle High Sehool
Gymnasium, loeated on North Road, in said Sunapee, on Wednesday, the 9
day of February, 2005 at 7:00 p.m., for the deliberative portion of the annual
Town Meeting, to diseuss Articles 2 thru 6, and to amend, if deemed
appropriate, Articles 7 through 28, hereinafter set forth. Final voting action
on all articles shall take place by ballot on Tuesday, the H
l
day of March, at
the Sherburne Gymnasium, Route 11, in said Sunapee. The polls shall be
open from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Article 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1, proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Floodplain Development Ordinance by changing the effective
date of the Flood Insurance Rate Maps to May 15, 1991 and as amended?
Planning Board favors the adoption of Amendment #1
.
Article 3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2, proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Floodplain Development Ordinance to include a definition of
Recreational Vehicle?
Planning Board favors the adoption of Amendment #2.
The full text of the definition of Recreational Vehicle in Item I of the Floodplain
Development Ordinance as amended will be as follows:
"Recreational Vehicle " is defined as:
a. built on a single chassis:
b. 400 square feet or less when measured at the largest
horizontal projection:
c. designed to be self-propelled or permanently tow able by
a light duty truck: and designedprimarily notfor use as
a permanent dwelling but as temporary living quarters
for recreational camping, fravel, or seasonal use.
Article 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3, proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
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Amend the Floodplain Development Ordinance to specify what conditions
must be met in order to place a Recreational Vehicle in Flood Zones A, Al-
30, AH, and AE?
Planning Board favors the adoption of Amendment #3.
The full text of Item VIII Subsection (f) of the Floodplain Development
Ordinance as amended will be as follows:
All recreational vehicles placed on sites within zones A, Al-30, AH, and
AE shall either:
(i) be on the siteforfewer than 180 consecutive days;
(ii) be fully licensed and readyfor highway use; or
(Hi) meet all standards of Section 60.3 (b)(1) of the National
Flood Insurance Program Regulations and the elevation
and anchoring requirements for "manufactured homes"
in Paragraph (c)(6) ofSection 60.3.
Article 5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4. proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article III, Section 3.40 (e) - Additional Requirements - by
increasing the parking requirements an additional 54 parking space per
bedroom for new or enlarged single-family homes with 5 or more bedrooms
and two-family homes with 9 or more bedrooms?
Planning Board favors the adoption of Amendment #4.
The full text of Article III, Section 3.40 (e) as amended will be as follows:
Parkingfor one and two-family residential units shall be asfollows:
One-family dwelling (up to 4 bedrooms) = 2 spaces (each additional bedroom) ''.- space bedroom
Two-family dwelling (up to 8 bedrooms) = 4 spaces (each additional bedroom) '.- space bedroom
Total required spaces must be rounded up to nearest whole space.
Article 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5. proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article XI - Definitions & Explanations - by making reference to the
definition of "Wetland" as found in State Statutes?
Planning Board favors the adoption of Amendment #5
The full text of Article XI - Definitions and Explanations as amended will be as
follows:
Areas such as bogs, marshes, and swamps that are inundated or saturated
by surface or ground water at a frequency or duration sufficient to support, and
under normal conditions do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted
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for life in saturated soil conditions. The formal definition ofa Wetland shall be
consistent with the definition found in RSA 482-A:2,X. All delineations shall be
made as prescribed in RSA 482-A.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum e>\'
Three Million Three Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars ($3,390,000) for the
design, construction, equipping, and furnishing of a Public Safet\ building, to be
erected on the site formerly occupied by the Highway Garage and Fire Station
(Sargent Road and Rt. 1 I, Map 129. Lots 36 & 37). and to further authorize the
issuance e>\^ not more than Three Million Three Hundred Ninety Thousand
Dollars ($3,390,000) of bonds and/or notes, in accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (NH RSA, Chapter 33). and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue, negotiate and regulate such bonds and/or notes, and to
determine the rates of interests thereon. The estimated breakdown of the total
appropriation includes Two Million Eight Hundred Ninety Thousand Dollars
($2,890,000) for the Construction of Building and Site Work, Two Hundred
Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($214,000) for the Owners Contingency. Two
Hundred Sixteen Thousand Dollars ($216,000) for the Architect and
Engineering, and Seventy Thousand ($70,000) for Communications. Security and
Owners Expenses. (3/5 majority vote required-SB2)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 8: To hear the reports of the Selectmen. Treasurer, Auditors.
Committees, and/or other officers heretofore chosen.
Article 9: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating, as an
operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles nor
other appropriations voted separate ly, the amounts as set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein totaling $4,340,081? Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be $4,300,933 which is the same as last year, with
certain adjustments required by the previous action of the Town of Sunapee or by
law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with
RSA 40: 13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 10: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$27,000 to purchase and equip a new 4WD and authorizing the withdrawal, for
that purpose, of up to $27,000 from Police Patrol Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund,
as established by Article 12 of the 2002 Town Meeting? This will be a non-
lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI, and will not lapse until the vehicle is
purchased or December 31, 2006, whichever occurs first.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
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Article 11: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$76,000 to be added to the Property Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund as formed
by Article 48 of the 1996 Town Meeting and amended by Article 23 of the 2002
Town Meeting, and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 12: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$15,000 to be added to the Police Patrol Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund, as
established by Article 12 of the 2002 Town Meeting?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 13: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$90,000 to be added to the Highway and Transfer Station Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund, as established by Article 29 of the 1989 Town Meeting and as
amended by Article 14 of the 2004 Town Meeting?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 14: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$25,000 to be added to the Town Bridges Capital Reserve Fund, as established
by Article 25 of the 2001 Town Meeting?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 15: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$35,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund as established by Article 19 of
the 2003 Town Meeting for the purpose of paving dirt roads throughout the
Town?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 16: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$24,000 for the paving of Sunny Lane, and authorizing the withdrawal, for that
purpose, of up to $24,000 from the Paving of Dirt Roads Capital Reserve Fund,
as established by Article 19 of the 2003 Town Meeting? This will be a non-
lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI, and will not lapse until the road is
paved, or December 3 1, 2010, whichever occurs first.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 17: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$14,000 for the paving of Gardner Bay Road, and authorizing the withdrawal, for
that purpose, of up to $14,000 from the Paving of Dirt Roads Capital Reserve
Fund, as established by Article 19 of the 2003 Town Meeting? This will be a
non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI, and will not lapse until the road is
paved, or December 3 1 , 201 0, whichever occurs first.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
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Article 18: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$124,000 to purchase and equip a new truck for the Highway Department,
authorizing the sale or trade-in of the existing 1994 truck, authorizing the
withdrawal of up to $124,000 from the Highway and Transfer Station Capital
Reserve fund, as established by Article 29 of the 1989 Town Meeting and as
amended by Article 14 of the 2004 Town Meeting, and authorizing the use of
said trade-in or sale to reduce the amount withdrawn from said fund? (It is
expected that the Town will receive $15,000 for the trade-in or sale.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 19: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$60,000 to be added to the Fire Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund, as established
by Article 33 of the 1984 Town Meeting?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 20: Are you in favor of raising and appropriating $10,000 to be added to
the Sunapee Beautification Fund (an expendable trust fund under the provisions
of RSA 31:1 9-a) for Harbor improvements?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 21: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$7,500 to be placed in the Conservation Commission Fund, to be used for the
acquisition and improvement of property, easements, and other interests in land
within the Town, for the benefit of present and future generations, all in
accordance with RSA 36-A. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and
Budget Advisory Committee.
Article 22: Are you in favor of the Town raising and appropriating the sum of
$15,000 to be added to the Library Capital Reserve Fund, as established by
Article 11 of the 1999 Town Meeting, and establishing the Library Trustees as
agents to expend? Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget
Advisory Committee.
Article 23: Are you in favor of increasing the Town of Sunapee's Veteran's Tax
Credit from $100 to $300? (New maximum per RSA 72:28 is $500. This
increase would be the first of two phases at $200 each. The second phase will be
voted on at Town Meeting in 2006.)
Article 24: Are you in favor of increasing the Town of Sunapee Disabled
Veteran's Tax Credit from $1,400 to $2,000? (Mew maximum per RSA 72:35 is
$2,000.)
Article 25: Are you in favor of the Board of Selectmen leasing to the M. V.
Kearsarge a place at the Town Dock? The Kearsarge currently has a lease
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through November of 2005. This article is non-binding and intended to give the
Board of Selectmen direction for use of the Town Dock.
Article 26: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the
Town of Sunapee, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as
follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, Thirty Five Thousand
Dollars ($35,000); for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, Fifty Five
Thousand Dollars ($55,000); for a person 80 years of age or older, Seventy Five
Thousand Dollars ($75,000)? To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate individually or jointly,
or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been
married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of
not more than Thirteen Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($13,400) or, if married,
a combined net income of less than Twenty Thousand Four Hundred Dollars
($20,400), and own net assets not in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000).
excluding the value of the person's residence." This article shall take effect for
the 2005 property tax year.
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following Ordinance to
abolish the current Water & Sewer Commission and place the Water & Sewer
Department under the authority of the Board of Selectmen and the Town
Manager, with an Advisory Water and Sewer Board. A 3/5ths majority of those
present and voting is required for this Article to pass:
"Pursuant to the authority conferred to the Town of Sunapee by NH Laws
1996, Chapter 91 and as authorized under House Bill 1139 of that date, the
Town of Sunapee Ordains as follows:
1. From and after the effective date of this Ordinance, the Board of
Selectmen shall have control and direction over the water and
sewer systems of the Town and Chapters 39 and 149-1, as well as
any special authority conferred by NH Laws 1901, Chapter 197,
as amended by NH Laws 1973, Chapter 465. The Water and
Sewer Commission created under NH Laws 1973, Chapter 465,
is hereby abolished and all authority previously exercised by it is
hereby transferred to the Board of Selectmen.
2. The operational management of the Water and Sewer
Department shall be conducted by the Superintendent of the
Water and Sewer Department, under the supervision of the
Town Manager, in accordance with the Manager's authority as
set forth in RSA 37:5 and 6, VII(a) and (e).
3. An Advisory Water and Sewer Board is hereby created. It shall
consist of 5 members who shall be elected, beginning at the
Annual Town Meeting in 2006, to staggered terms of 3 years, so
that no more than 2 members shall be elected to full terms in any
one year. During the period from the effective date of this
16
Ordinance, to the Annual Town Meeting in 2006, the
membership of this Board shall be appointed by the Board of
Selectmen. First consideration for such appointments shall be
given to current members of the Water and Sewer Commission
holding office immediately prior to the effective date of this
Ordinance, if they wish to be so appointed. Any subsequent
vacancies in the Advisory Water and Sewer Board shall be filled
through appointment by the Board of Selectmen until the next
Annual Town Meeting, when these vacancies will be filled by
elections. The Advisory Water and Sewer Board shall have such
duties and responsibilities as the Board of Selectmen may
determine, subject to provisions of Sections 1 and 2 of this
Ordinance.
4. This Ordinance shall take effect on April 1, 2005."
By petition.
Article 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500 to the Community Alliance of Human Services for the purpose of
servicing families who are residents of the Town of Sunapee. By Petition.
Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory
Committee.
Given under our hands and seal this 3 1st day of January 2005.
William Roach, Chairman Richard Leone
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BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT 2004
The increases in this coming year's (2005) Town Budget include a three
percent (3%) par raises for Town Employees and an increase in employee health
benefit premiums. Other increases contributing to the Town operating budget are
the higher cost of heating oil and fuel and the Towns share of the cost for the
New London Ambulance Service that is again being passed on to the individual
towns. This service is staffed by EMTs 24/7 with improved response time and
paramedic help. The overall operating budget increased 3.57%. The Selectmen
and Town Manager have been both realistic and prudent with the budgeting of
various departmental needs and requirements.
Capital Reserve Funds are projected to $505,000 for 2005. These funds if
passed by the public will be used for the replacement of a police cruiser, trucks
and equipment for the town and paving and repair of the town's roads and
bridges.
The overall debt service continues to be reduced, providing the Town
with an opportune time for building the proposed Fire/Safety Complex. This
project is desperately needed by the Town and is on the ballot as a warrant
article.
The BAC recommends passage of Article 7. The BAC recommends the
remainder of the warrant articles, especially for the continued Town
Reevaluation, the Veterans tax credit and disabled Veterans tax credit.
The only warrant article that the BAC does NOT recommend is Article
28, which seeks to provide funding for the Community Alliance for Human
Services. This service continues to be redundant for the Town, since the West
Central Behavioral Health Service already provides a wider range of services to
the Sunapee population.
The BAC continues its excellent working relationship with the SAU staff
and the Sunapee School Board. The School operating budget is projected to an
increase of 3.65% from non-teaching staff, and an increase in the SAU budget, as
well as the Special Education related services and continued high fuel oil costs.
This year's budget was analyzed not only by the BAC but also by the School
Board and the Superintendent of the SAU. The proposed budget underwent five
drafts before approval of the School Board and the BAC. The BAC recommends
approval of the Schools' warrant articles with the exception of Article 4, which is
the proposed purchase of the Burton Blodgett house in Lower Sunapee Village.
Of special note, the School Board temporarily deferred their proposed
expansion and renovation of the Elementary School to a future date, in order to
prioritize the importance of the proposed Fire/Safety Complex in the Town's
warrant this year.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles Balyeat -Chair, John Mapley, Arthur Miller, William Price and Greg
Shughart
24
2004 TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS REPORT
The Trustees of the Trust Funds manage 12 Capital Reserve Funds and
25 separate trust funds, with combined assets of approximately $1,123,000. The
funds serve a variety of interests and sponsors. These include capital funds for
the Town of Sunapee and trusts serving various charitable and civic programs
and school scholarship programs, as well as funds to support the Town Library
and Cemeteries.
It is the policy of the Trustees that all funds shall be invested and
maintained in a professional manner that adheres to the principles of:
• Safety - preserving the value of principle through conservative
investments that minimize the impact of negative influences and
guard against loss due to error or fraud.
• Liquidity - maintaining the ability to convert investment assets into
cash, when and as needed, without incurring financial penalties.
• Investment Return - obtaining the highest investment return
possible, consistent with concern for safety and liquidity.
• Convenience - maintaining a system of operational controls that
facilitate the investment and reporting processes, while minimizing
associated administrative and cost burdens.
All funds are invested in the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool
(PDIP), which was established and is operated by the State of New Hampshire
Banking Commissioner. The custodian of all funds is Fleet Bank; the program
administrator is the Municipal Investors Services Corporation (MBIA) of
Armonk, NY; and the independent auditor is PriceWaterhouse Coopers.
Respectfully submitted,
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All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31. 2003
Fiduciary Account Group
Governmental Fund Tvpes Fund Types General Total
Special Capital Trust and Long-Term
(Memo
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Projects Agency Debt Onlv)
Assets
Cash and Equivalents S 3,760,563 J . 1,131,994 S 6,827 $ 3 1 ,920 $ $ 4,93 1 ,304
Investments 103,779 837,091 1,079,916 2.020,786
Receivables (Net of
Allowance For Uncollectible)
Taxes 650, 1 30 650, 1 30
Accounts 55,844 55,844
Special Assignments 83,757 83,757
Intergovernmental 15,224 45.707 60,93 1
Other 230 230
Interfund Receivable 1 96,229 2 1 ,688 4.126 3,904,759 4,126,802
Prepaid Items 7,683 58.607 66,190
Other Debits
Amount to be provided for
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt 2.562.716 2.562,716
TOTAL ASSETS
AND OTHER DEBITS $4,733,838 $2,234,588 $10,953 $5.0 16.595 $2,562,716 $14,558,690
LIABILITIES AND EOUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable $ 27,930 $ 1,371 $6,176 $ $ $ 35,477
Intergovernmental Pavable 4.024,682 4,024,682
Interfund Payable 3.918,238 162,791 45,773 4,126,802
Escrow and Performance Deposits 25,295 25,295
Deferred Tax Revenue 10,259 10.259
Other Deferred Revenue 82,848 82,848





Total Liabilities 3,956,427 247,010 6.176 4.095,750 10.868.079
Equity
Fund Balances
Reserved For Encumbrances 56,000 73,485 129,485
Reserved For Endowments 141,824 141,824
Reserved For Special Purposes 7,943 215.333 4,777 779,021 1,007,074
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes 1,700,144 1,700,144











TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $2,562,716 $ 14.558.690




Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds













General Revenue Project Trust Onlv)




78,017 79,171 6.130 48.842 212,160
$2,950,218 $1,249,488 $6,130 $48,842 $4,254,678
EXPENDITURES
Current
General Government 478,540 33.831
Public Safety 498.040 1,792
Highway and Streets 853,712
Sanitation 458,374 533.751
Water Distribution and Treatment 238.069
Health 14,000
Welfare 94,306
Culture and Recreation 84,606 187.515
Conservation 1,145 46.300
Debt Service 32,744 423.208
Capital Outlay 153.393
Total Expenditures 2.668.860
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
And Over ( Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Interfund Transfers In 122,273
Interfund Transfers Out (507,103)
Total Other Financing Sources and Uses (384.830)
Net Change in Fund Balances (103,472)
Fund Balances - January 1
(As Restated - see Note 3-H)






































The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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BALANCE SHEET- UNAUDITED












Funds in Custody of Treasurer: $5,724,830.54
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Due from School
Due from Hydro Fund-Operating Expenses
Due from Special Recreation Fund



















LIABILITIES AS OF 12/31/04:
Overpayment of Taxes $ 20,892.21
Unexpended Balances:
2004 Highway Budget 1 2,000.00
2004 Art 24 Rec Study Ski Tow & Dewey Woods 2 1 ,000.00
2004 Art 34 High Street Bridge 53,02 1 .00
2004 Art 35 Sargent Road Reconstruction 7,735.46
Assessing 5,000.00
Newport Ambulance 1 0,000.00
Due to Other Funds:
Friends of Town Hall 3,494.00
Bartlett Tyler Fund 4 1 ,924.09
Sunapee Center Associates 444.40
Bandstand Account 1,554.48
Conservation Commission 8,1 1 1 .64
Dewey Woods Commission 3,9 1 2.30
Harbor Ridge Property Investment Pool 3,065. 1
8
Special Recreation Account 49,240.78
Coffin Memorial Park 252.45
Special Fund - Pistol Permits 1 1 7.38
Town Forest Fund 4,979.86
Hydro Account 252.909.22
Water Department Fund 5 1 1 ,524.75
Sewer Department Fund 1 .095,998.54
Due to School 3,601,425.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES: S5J08.602.74
FUND BALANCE (Assets vs. Liabilities): S 1,184,667.98
Fund Balance December 31, 2003 $ 942,495.07
Fund Balance December 31, 2002 $ 925,262.86
Change in Financial Condition: $ 242,172.91
32
TREASURERS REPORT 2004






Hydro Account 188,446.18 $296,488.37
Friends of the Town Hall 2,921.58
Bartlett-Tyler Fund 695.72
Sunapee Center Association 0.84
Bandstand Account 33.50 $1,500.00
Conservation Commission 15.26
Town Forest Fund 30.46 $3,300.00
Dewey Woods Commission 23.18
Harbor Ridge Property Account 18.16
Special Recreation Account 18,909.02 $2,797.29
Coffin Memorial Park 0.48
Special Account - pistol permits 102.11 $705.00
Land Disturbance Escrow Account 7,098.63 $28,902.91
Sewer Department General Fund 668,243.28 $589,579.33
Sewer Department Replacement Fund 29,077.90
Sewer Department Capital Improve. Fund 47,221.35 $1,200.00
Sewer Department Garnet Hill Rd Project 54,496.96 $53,967.83
Water Department General Fund 566,991.04 $648,321.65
Water Department Capital Improve Fund 5,520.95
Water Department Replacement Acct. 10,737.16
Water Department DWSRF Repayment Acct 257.08 $27,518.92
Water Department 1997 Treatment Bond 95,838.76 $51,475.81
Balance on Hand December 31, 2004 $5,724,830.54
33
FUNDS ON HAND DECEMBER 31, 2004
LSB Payroll Account $789.53
LSB Money Market $6,345.27
LSB Checking $3,736,108.87
NH Public Deposit Investment Pool $4,057.80
SRSB Hydro Account $170,372.40
PDIP Hydro Account $82,536.82
SRSB Friends of the Town Hall $3,494.00
SRSB Bartlett-Taylor Fund $4 1 ,924.09
LSB Sunapee Center Association $444.40
SRSB Bandstand Account $1,554.48
LSB Conservation Commission $8,111.64
SRSB Town Forest Fund $4,979.86
SRSB Harbor Ridge Property Invest-Pool $3,065.18
SRSB Special Recreation Fund S49.240.78
LSB Coffin Memorial Park $252.45
SRSB Special Fund - Pistol Permits $117.38
SRSB Dewey Woods Commission S3.912.30
LSB Sewer Dept. Checking Account $1,599.35
LSB Sewer Dept. Surplus Account $229,767.94
LSB Sewer Dept. Replacement Fund $222,763.44
SRSB Sewer Dept. Capital Improve. Fund $133,797.57
PDIP Sewer Dept. Capital Improve. Fund $469,399.11
SRSB Sewer Dept. Garnet Hill Rd Project $38,671.13
LSB Water Dept. Checking Account $14,534.38
LSB Water Dept. Surplus Account $69,404.72
PDIP Water Dept. General Fund $193,961.93
SRSB Water Dept. Capital Improve. Fund $90,599.51
LSB Water Dept. Replacement Account S69.004.50
PDIP Water Dept. 1997 Treatment Bond $74,019.71
Balance on Hand December 31, 2004 $5,724,830.54
34
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TOWN CLERK & TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT 2004
It was a transitional year for our Office with the retirement of Eileen
Stiles in June. Eileen served our town for 20 years as Deputy Town Clerk and
Tax Collector. Eileen is highly respected by her co-workers, as was indicated on
her last day of work when she was escorted by a parade of vehicles from all
departments. I want to thank Eileen for all her dedication and loyalty.
On July 1 st , Melissa Heino was sworn in as our new Deputy Town Clerk
& Tax Collector. Melissa has settled into her position, and is eager to get to know
all of you.
Elections kept us busy during 2004. Below you will find the percentage





We are proud that so many of you voted in November, and hope you will
continue this practice in all elections.
Our office continues to work diligently on improving the delivery of
Motor Vehicle services to you. In 2004, we processed 5,847 auto registrations.
We want to take this opportunity to thank the Division of Motor Vehicles for all
the assistance they provide us throughout the year.
I would like to mention again this year that our office has the ability to
process your boat registrations. In 2004, we processed 294 boat registrations.
This is very beneficial, as this allows the town to keep a portion of the fee on all
renewals, transfers, and new registrations. If you process your registration at the
State level, they retain the entire amount.
In early fall, the Division of Vital Records Administration provided us
with a web enabled program allowing us to process your birth, death and
marriage licenses in a more efficient manner. Please remember to check with us
before making a trip out of town for certified copies.
The dog-licensing program continues to run smoothly. It is required that
New Hampshire Veterinarians notify the town clerk where the owner resides.
within 40 days of the rabies vaccination. The town clerk then notifies you if your
dog has not been licensed. In accordance with RSA 466:1- all dogs 4 months or
older are required to be licensed prior to April 30 of each year. Dogs not
licensed prior to June 1
st
will be subject to a $25.00 fine.
The Office of Town Clerk & Tax Collector looks forward to serving you
in 2005. Please call us or drop by our office with any suggestions.
Respectfully submitted, Betty H. Ramspott ~ Town Clerk & Tax Collector
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TOWN CLERK TAX COLLECTORS ACTIVITY
January I - January 31, 2004
Town Clerk:




Town of Sunapee $2,627.00
State ofNH $297.00








Election Filing Fees $16.00
Pole License $30.00
Registration Refunds $137.43








Change In Use $292.00
Interest Col ected on:
Property Taxes $7,015.92











Change In Use $177.00
Interest on Property Taxes $7,015.92


















Water, Sewer, Bond $36,007.45
Interest on Property Taxes $28,338.24
Interest on Yield $31.59
Refunds $4,854.00
Overpayments for 2004 $20,892.21
TOTAL DEBITS $653,678.30





Water,Sewer,Bond- Tax Lien $14,972.96
Interest on Property Taxes $28,338.24
Interest on Yield Taxes $31.59
Overpayments for 2004 $20,892.21
TOTAL CREDITS $653,678.30
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
2003 TAX LEVY
Taxes Sold to Town - 2004 $146,283.36
Interest & Costs $4,288.57
TOTAL DEBITS $150,571.93
Remittances Made to Treasurer - 2004
Redemptions $64,795.84
Interest & Costs $4,288.57
Uncollectec - 12/31/04 $81,487.52
TOTAL CREDITS $150,571.93
2002 TAX LEVY
Uncollectec - 1/1/04 $96,870.55
Interest & Costs $11,145.32
TOTAL DEBITS $108,015.87
Remittances Made to Treasurer - 2004
Redemptions $41,818.21
Interest & Costs $11,145.32
Uncollectec - 12/31/04 $55,052.34
TOTAL CREDITS $108,015.87
2001 TAX LEVY





Remittances Made to Treasurer - 2004
Redemptions $40,780.27
Interest & Costs $14,836.04
TOTAL CREDITS $55,616.31
2000 TAX LEVY
Uncollectec - 1/1/04 $ 2,767.21
39
Interest & Costs $ 991.39
TOTAL DEBITS $ 3,758.60
Remittances Made to Treasurer - 2004
Redemptions $ 2,767.21
Interest & Costs $ 991.39
TOTAL CREDITS S 3,758.60













































































































































Article 34: Ballot vote Passed
Article 35: Ballot vote Passed
Article 36 Ballot vote Failed
Article 37: Ballot vote Passed
Article 38: Ballot vote Passed
Article 39 Ballot vote Passed
Article 40: Ballot vote Passed
Article 41: Ballot vote Passed
Betty H. Ramspott - Town Clerk & Tax Collector




Less: Shared Revenues $ -13,156
Add: Overlay $ 82,135
Add: War Service Credits $ 24,500
Net Town Appropnation $2,078,512
Town Tax Rate $4.69
SCHOOL PORTION
Due to Local School $ 6,90 1 ,425
Less: State Education taxes $-1,868,568
Net School Appropriation $5,032,857
School Tax Rate $11.37
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (without Utilities) x 3.33 $1,974,096
Less: Remitted to State $-105,528
Net State Education Taxes to School $1,868,568
Local Valuation (without utilities) $436,952,764
State School Rate $4.52
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County $ 2,225,930
Less: Shared Revenues $ -5,086
Net County Appropriation $2,220,844
County Tax Rate $5.02
Total Tax Rate: S25.60
Total Property Taxes Assessed: $1 1,306,309
Less: War Service Credits $ -23,900
Total Property Tax Commitment $11,281,809
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2004 ESTIMATED TOWN PORTION OF TAX RATE
(Assuming passage ofrecommended Articles)
Appropriations $ 8,252,581
Less: Revenues $-6,068,691
Less: Shared Revenues $ -13,156
Add: Overlay $ 80,000
Add: War Service Credits $ 23,900
Net Town Appropriation $ 2,274,634
Estimated Town Tax Rate $5.06
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY 2004




Total Taxable Land: S 227.958.264
Value of Buildings Only:
Residential S 196,898,400
Manufactured Housing $ 1 ,396,800
Commercial/Industrial $ 11,565,600
Total Taxable Buildings: S 209.860.800
Public Utilities: S 5.707.700
Valuation before Exemptions: $ 443.526.764
Exemptions:
Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities $ 36,300
Blind Exemptions $ 60,000
Elderly Exemptions $ 770,000
Total Amount of Exemptions: $ 866.300
Net Valuation on Which the Tax Rate for Municipal,
County and Local Education is computed: $ 442,660,464
Net Valuation without utilities on which Tax Rate for
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You must be at least 65 years of age on or before April 1 st.
2. Your income cannot exceed $13,400, if you are single or $20,400,
if you are married. This includes Social Security and other
pensions, interest, and dividends, as well as any other earnings.
3. Your net assets may not exceed $50,000. This excludes the value of
your residence.
If you are 65-74 years of age and qualify, $20,000 is deducted from your
assessed valuation.
If you are 75-79 years of age and qualify, $30,000 is deducted from your
assessed valuation.




There is a credit for eligible Veterans and/or Widows of Veterans. The
credit is $100 and is deducted after your taxes have been calculated and prior to
mailing your second half tax bill.
BLIND EXEMPTION
If you are legally blind, as determined by the Blind Services Department
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Division of the Education Department, you may
be eligible for this exemption. For this exemption, $15,000 is deducted from
your assessed valuation.
For further information regarding exemptions, you can call the
Department of Revenue at (603) 271-2687 or (603) 763-2212. Applications for
these exemptions may be obtained from the Selectmen's Office.
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ABBOTT LIBRARY REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2004
Statistics 2004 2003
Circulation 44,794 44,482
Inter-Library Loans by Abbott 1,207 1,258
Library Visitors 22,643 20,809
Inter-Library Loans to Abbott 311 313
Patrons Registered 3,063 3,790
Internet Users 1,742 1,403
















Monday's After School Kids, grades K through 2
18-22 children come to the library for snacks, games, crafts and activities.
The Fourth Monday of the month, the Abbott Book Discussion Group
meets at the library at 10:30 am. The group welcomes new members to their
reading and discussion.
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The Second Tuesday of the month, the Socrates Club meets at 7:00 pm to
discuss their current philosophical topic. New members are always welcome to
join this group of 6-8.
The Third Tuesday of the month, the Abbott Library Board of Trustees
holds their regular meeting at 5:30 pm. This meeting is open to the public.
Thursday starts with Preschool Story hour at 10:00 a.m. with stories and
crafts for a group of 8- 1 0.
Thursday After School Kids, grades 3-5 from 3pm to 5pm. 1 8-22 children
come to the library for snacks, games, activities and crafts.
Friday at 10:00 a.m. is a special Story hour for Kindergartners from
Mount Royal Academy. These 8 children enjoy special stories and crafts.
Our children's Summer Reading Program takes place on every Monday
in July. The theme this year was "Check Out A Hero" and was attended by
approximately 35 children each week. This is a program sponsored by the
Friends of Abbott Library with the proceeds from their Annual Plant Sale.
Our Fantastic Friends Group continues to serve the Library and
Community with their fund-raising events: Annual Spring Plant Sale. The July
Pancake Breakfast, and their annual Appeal Letter. From the receipts of their
events and in addition to the Children's Summer Program, the Friends have
provided the library this year with the following:
• Replaced computer in the kitchen (a work station used by staff
and volunteers.)
• A new Bicycle Stand
• Okidata color laser printer
• The Hampstead Players performing "The Secret Garden" for the
elementary and middle school students.
• Rotary Paper Cutter
As always our Friends Group help with extra programs and items needed
to more efficiently operate the library that are not provided in our regular budget.
In addition to directly helping the library, they also provide 3 wonderful adult
programs at their regular meetings, for the general public. This years programs
were: "Four To Go - Les Sherrill and his Barber Shop Quartet" performing at the
January 2004 meeting; Joel Ash reciting his own twPoetic Limericks'" at our May
2004 meeting; and "Diaries 1885: research to fiction with Sue Mauref
describing her process of researching facts to write a book of fiction. We are very
grateful for our Friends Group for all they do for the library and our community.
Many thanks to our regular volunteers, a group of 8 who work more than
600 hours annually to help us keep the library in smooth operating order. There
are many other volunteers who help on the Friends events all year long and many
volunteers who have taken on the tremendous project of the New Library Capital
Campaign fund raising. We are so thankful to have them on our team and so very
encouraged by the progress they have made in the past four months.
The Capital Campaign to raise $2,500,000 for the New Sunapee Library
began in September with individual solicitations and mass mailings. By year-end
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over $650,000 had been raised. Approximately half of this amount has been
contributed in cash and half has been pledged over the next three years. By year-
end contributions were received from more than 200 donors. With this excellent
start, the trustees and the Capital Campaign Steering Committee are confident the
goal of the Campaign will be reached.
Our electronic newsletter "Book Bytes" is growing monthly in
subscribers, as well as the number of community activities that are listed in each
issue. We welcome new subscribers and invite any town group or organization to
have us list their activity in the "Bytes". Please, just send your announcement by
the third week oi~ the month and your email address to phand@nhvt.net or call
603-763-55 13. You do not have to be a member of the library to receive this.
My sincere thanks to the Board of Trustees, my Staff, The Friends, all
our VOLUNTEERS and the Community, for their continued Support.
Respectfully Submitted, Patricia Hand
ABBOT LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2004
2003 2004 2004
Actual Budget Actual
OPENING BALANCE $6,896 $0 $1,664
RECEIPTS
Interest Received 11 7
Non Resident Members 165 200
Trust & Fines A/c 3,145
Donations 11,159 140
Friends of Abbott Library 200
Trust Fund Interest 266 272
Town Allotment 1 52,77 1 1 66,945 1 66,285
TOTAL RECEIPTS $167,717 $166,945 $166,904
Full Time Payroll 57,516 58,671 60,527
Part Time Payroll 16,060 21,361 17,244
Employee Benefits 28,532 31,130 28,918
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Total Employee Costs 102,108 111,162 106,689
Telephone 1,035 1,100 1,148
Alarm System 380 350 264
Computer Costs 1,227 2,000 1,050
Copier Lease 1,110 972 1,870
Electricity 2,058 2,400 2,344
Heating 1,328 1,026 498
Water & Sewer 540 535 540
Repairs 2,171 4,200 4,257
Insurance 1,382 1,400 1,312
Training & Meetings 718 800 350
Printing & Advertising 270 300
Memberships 625 500 655
General Supplies 5,608 500 2,221
Machine Supplies 1,400 1.366
Program Supplies 1.800 1,158
Postage 1,097 1,000 1,128
Furniture & Office Equip. 3,859 400
Collections: Books 21,005 22,000 20,357
Subscriptions 3,537 3,400 3,254
Non-Print 4,791 5,200 6.361
Large Print 2,276 2.000 2,598
Encyclopedia 789
Software 2,314 1,715
Processing Supplies 2,500 1,528
Sub Total 160,228 166,945 162.663
New Library Studies 12,721
TOTAL PAYMENTS $172,949 $166,945 $162,663
ENDING BALANCE $1,664 $0 $5,905
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2004 BUILDING COMMITTEE
During the past year, as you know, building costs have gone up as much
as twenty percent. With that first and foremost on our minds, we have worked
diligently to bring the costs of the proposed Sunapee Safety Services Building
down. With the help of many outside sources in the building trades, we have
looked at our proposed building from many angles. We have traveled with
members of Safety Services and our Town Manager to a number of other
recently constructed Safety Service buildings in the state. We learned from these
visits that there are many things that can go wrong and be forgotten during such a
large project. We found out quickly that it is important to leave enough room for
growth and for storage space. Cheating on the cost of the heating system may
cost you thousands in the next year. A sufficient number of windows are
necessary to allow for natural light. We also found poor design, leaking roofs
and cheap construction and the list goes on and on. Many of the buildings we
visited have already become inadequate in just a few years. This is not
something we want to leave our town with.
With the help of Dennis Mires from The Architects, North Branch
Builders and Cam Brown who was brought in as our construction consultant, we
have worked hard to redesign last year's proposed building so that will serve its
purpose for at least 20 years. In those 20 years, the proposed redesigned building
will still have space to allow for growth of all the departments operating there.
The second floor will leave room for growth for EMS and Fire Services as well
as Emergency Management. The basement area has sufficient space to allow for
future expansion of our Police Department, which has grown since our last town
meeting. The new design meets the needs of these departments to help them
perform to their optimum.
This years Warrant Article 7 asks for a sum of Three Million, Three
Hundred, Ninety Thousand dollars ($3,390,000.00). This is a Guaranteed
Maximum Price. We will work closely with North Branch and Cam Brown in an
effort to further reduce this price as we go through the bidding process. We
arrived at this number with a redesign of last year's building. We have cut
approximately five thousand square feet from the footprint. There are provisions
in the design of the building to add this square footage back on when it is needed
in the future. Rooms originally in the first proposed design have been dropped or
left unfinished to help cut more costs. This has helped us make sure the building
itself is well built, and that roofing, siding and windows, are of good solid
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quality. We have also made certain, that heating and air conditioning/handling
systems are up to current standards. The design is one of good flow, so that the
building will be used to its maximum, as intended.
The Building Committee feels strongly, that with this design, we have
found the correct balance of construction costs and future maintenance/operating
costs. We have also found the balance of current and future needs of these very
important services.
Respectfully submitted, Rick Mastin, Acting Chairman, Barbara Hollander, Bill
Wightman, and Larry Brudnicki
2004 CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Several significant events and projects marked the Commission's efforts in
2004.
The formal dedication of the Frank H. Simpson Preserve (Red Water Creek)
celebrated the successful completion of an undertaking which has absorbed our
attention for several years. Though the preservation of this vital wetland was the
work of several local groups, the Conservation Commission was the major
contributor of funds for the purchase of the necessary easement. Other important
gifts, both of dollars and of land, were made by many local individuals. The
Sunapee Ragged Kearsarge Trail goes through this parcel, and SRK provides its
own trail maps and descriptions. The acquisition and protection of this sensitive
area will be of critical benefit to the Town's water supply, and to the entire
watershed of Lake Sunapee itself. Next to the brook from Otter Pond. Red Water
Creek is the Lake's largest surface water source.
The Commission also had discussions of a number of other water quality
and land preservation concerns in the Town, including Perkins Pond, whose
residential buildup is causing a gradual decline in its purity readings. The
Commission would like to protect open space in that area, and to maintain the
pond's depth, quality and volume.
We have produced the first edition of our handout brochure describing the
various Town Forests. It includes accurate, readable maps of the areas and the
simple regulations governing their use. Our brochure is intended primarily to
inform people who wish to use the Town Forests for recreational purposes. We
urge townspeople to comment on this publication, and to suggest additions,
corrections, or changes.
With regard to the Ledge Pond tract, we have begun to notice a few
instances of unpermitted traffic by ATVs and other 4-wheel-drive vehicles. We
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request everyone's voluntary complianee with the rules, and we hope that the
newly-installed gate will provide a sufficient safeguard.
The Tyler-Bart lett lot is a part of our Town Forest, and has some trails in
plaee already. The Commission anticipates that, in the near future, we will be
exploring the development of additional recreational facilities on that tract.
The Commission is studying the issue of the proposed expansion of the
Mount Sunapee Resort's lease of public land, a subject which gives us many
concerns on both a local and a regional level. We have sent a letter to the DRED
Commissioner expressing our doubts about the wisdom of granting this
expansion.
In the coming year the Commission will submit a Warrant Article for
$7,500, to go toward our Capital Reserve Fund. Our contribution to the Red
Water Creek acquisition - $40,000 - severely depleted our fund, and we would
like to rebuild those assets in the hope of making comparable contributions in the
future. Sunapee lags behind most New Hampshire towns in its percentage of
protected space. Our request for a modest increase is simply a reflection of
steadily escalating land values.
In this connection, we note that Meredith's voters have approved a
$500,000 bond for land acquisition and preservation. And the town of Randolph
(Pop. 270) is negotiating for a $2,000,000 purchase of 10,000 acres of land for
Town Forest use.
When you go to the polls, we hope that you will all support our efforts to
protect the Town's threatened and very finite natural resources.
In addition to the foregoing, the Commission has continued its routine work
of processing NH Wetlands Board applications to do many kinds of water-related
projects in its jurisdiction.
Respectfully submitted.
Bruce Burdett - for the Sunapee Conservation Commission
1 T-l
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CROWTHER CHAPEL REPORT 2004
There were a number of new developments regarding the Crowther
Chapel in 2004.
Before Genelle Richards passed on in July, 2004, who was the driving
force in coordinating the Chapel's cleanup and restoration, she asked a number of
fellow citizens to be on an executive committee. The group, with the help of the
Town Manager, elected officers and started assessing the chapel's maintenance
needs and available funds, plus finding docents and other volunteer resources.
Randy Richards was invited to be on the board in August and was
elected Co-Chair along with Jay Leavitt. Betsy Webb was elected secretary.
Tony Bergeron, Emma Smith, John Augustine, Tom Elliott, Chris Snow and
Norm Logan have been on this year's committee roster as well. As we expect
some roster changes, Skip Nolin and others will be joining the board this year.
The committee would like to thank Barbara Hurley and others for their help in
piecing together some of the notes, docent lists, and ideas that have helped give
continuity to the Chapel program. With documents and papers found from Mrs.
Richards' files, we have assembled a Chapel file, now located in the town office
The Chapel continued its successful volunteer docent program on
Sunday afternoons. Thanks go to these docents who have hosted this past season.
John Augustine, owner of Dexter' s Inn, continued to assist docents with logistics,
plus orienting visitors with parking and directions to the chapel. Visitation was
good throughout the spring, summer and fall months. The committee will
continue to print a small flier for local circulation, a docent guide and a short
history of the chapel.
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Maintenance and Repairs: The town has done a great job of keeping the
grass trimmed, and we have plans to clear the field of brush just east of the
chapel. A stained glass section may be in need of repair and a section of
stonewall needs to be put back in place. There have been some other minor
repairs planned, such as tile cleaning and staining the wooden door.
The Crowther Chapel Committee would like to thank those donors who
gave to the Crowther Chapel Fund in memory of Genelle Richards. The
committee intends to continue maintaining the chapel and to make it accessible to
the public through the docent program. All funds are held and maintained by the
Town of Sunapee.
If you've not come up for a visit, plan on stopping by some Sunday
afternoon starting in the end of May through mid-October. And, of course, we're
also looking for docents who would want to spend a relaxing afternoon in a
peaceful location, sharing the history of this little chapel with visitors.
Respectfully Submitted
Dexter R Richards, Co-Chair
FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT 2004
It has been quite a year. Our calls are up by 40%. We responded to 410
calls. This includes both Fire and Emergency Medical Service. Again, our major
areas of calls were automobile accidents. We had over 60 again this year. Please
remember to use caution when driving. Use your seatbelts, don't drink and drive
and pull over if you need to use your cell phone. Now that winter is here, make
sure your car is ready and safe: windshield wiper fluid is full, tires have traction.
We had 7 structure fires this year. Remember, smoke alarms save lives. If you
use wood heat, make sure chimneys have been cleaned and ashes are disposed of
in a safe manner.
Below is a summary of the calls that both Fire/Emergency Medical Services
in 2004:
53 Fire Alarm Activations 1 1 Catheter Problems
7 Chimney Fires 5 Knee Injuries
66 Motor Vehicle Accidents 22 Diabetic Emergencies
18 Mutual Aid Responses 25 Lift Assists
7 Structure Fires 6 Overdoses
13 Carbon Monoxide Detector Alarms 25 Falls
10 Power Lines Down 10 Syncope Episodes
4 Gas Leaks 1 Labor Patient
• 3 Lost Children 7 Smoke Investigations
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1 Stand-by for Police 2 Brush Fires
5 Back Pains 4 Odor Investigations
33 Cardiac Calls 1 Truck Fire
15 Breathing Difficulties 1 Lightening Strike
4 Fights 1 Dumpster Fire
2 Head Injuries 2 Rectal Bleeding
5 Strokes 5 Seizures
7 Life Line Activations 2 Psychological Calls
1 Kidney Stone Problem 1 Laceration
1 1 Not Feeling Well 2 Abdominal Pains
10 Good Intent Calls 2 Allergic Reactions
Our Emergency Medical Service and Fire Department continue to
provide Fire and Medical Safety Education to our Elementary school students.
We are working along with the Police and Marine Patrol in our 2nd year of an
injury prevention program called "Risk Watch". Some of the topics covered are
fall prevention, bike and pedestrian safety, water safety and fire, burn and poison
prevention.
The Sunapee Explorers Program is still up and running. We currently
have 5 in our program and 2 who had been Explorers that are now Firefighters
and 1 is an EMT. These Explorers range from age 15-18 and are both girls and
boys. We had 4 that went for a week to the Fire academy for training in forestry.
We hope that we can invite others, other than families of firefighters to join this
year.
The Fire Department, along with 14 other towns, has formed the
Mid-Western New Hampshire Regional Hazardous Materials Response Team.
They have added 2 more towns this year. The team has currently formed an
association and by June, will be considered a Hazmat Mutual Aid District. We
are receiving grants from the State of New Hampshire in Homeland Security, to
enable us to get equipment and supplies needed to become a recognized Hazmat
Team. At this time, the team has purchased gas meters for all associated
members. We have a state Decon trailer and a tow vehicle. We also have supplies
that go into these vehicles. We are having Hazmat training for all towns. We
have to continue writing grants to help with these necessary supplies. Mutual Aid
is essential to firefighting and medical services in our communities, which
provide equipment and manpower to keep our communities safe.
The Sunapee Fire Department has received grants for the equipment
needed for Decon. We have also received a grant to help pay for a thermal
imaging camera. This camera has helped us at Fires and search and rescue. We
have received grants for automatic defibrillators which are housed at the Town
Office, Georges Mills Fire Station and the Sherburne Gym. The Fire Department
received a grant for a radio to be installed in our apparatus.
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The Fire Department was able to replace our Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus. We replaced the air bottles and upgraded our Personal Alert Safety
Systems (PASS). These will alert when a firefighter is in trouble.
We hope you all have the opportunity to obtain "File of Life". These files
are small red plastic folders that adhere to your refrigerator. In this folder is an
information sheet containing pertinent medical information (i.e.: age, allergies,
medications, medical problems and medical history), which should be completed
by all members and left on your refrigerator and updated with each change. This
will supply important medical information, in an emergency, for the medical
personnel who come to help with your treatment. Please contact the Fire
Department if you do not have one and we will supply them free of charge.
Please remember to check your carbon monoxide detectors once a month
to make sure they are operational and change your smoke alarm batteries twice a
year. A good way to remember to change them is when Daylight Savings starts
and ends SMOKE ALARMS AND CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS
SAVE LIVES.
We appreciate the support that our department receives from the
community. Thanks to all of you, we are able to purchase gear and equipment to
better serve our town. Please continue to DIAL 911 for all emergency calls.
Respectfully submitted,
For the Board of Engineers, Dan Ruggles, Chief, Dana Ramspott, David
Williams and Howard Sargent, Deputy Chiefs
2004 REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New
Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands cooperate to reduce the risk of wildland
fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY
outside burning. A fire permit is required for all outside burning, unless the
ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste.
Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 1-800-
49.8-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning
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requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest
resources. For more information contact the Division of Forests & Lands
(603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
This last year was fairly wet throughout the spring and summer months,
however we finished the season with an active fall fire season. In order to meet
an increased demand for services, the Forest Protection Bureau was reorganized
into three regions with smaller Forest Ranger Districts and over the last several
years we have added two Forest Rangers. The fifteen state fire towers were the
first to report on many fires throughout the state and they completed many other
projects on the low fire danger days. The state implemented a program called
Tower Quest to help citizens learn about fire towers and the need to protect New
Hampshire's forest resources. The United States celebrated Smokey Bear's 60
birthday in 2004, and celebrations were held throughout the state. Please help
Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the state's Forest Rangers by being
fire smart and fire safe!
2004 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as ofNovember 18, 2004)




CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED Total Fires Total
Acres
Arson 15 2004 462 147
Campfire 41 2003 374 100
Children 12 2002 540 187





Misc.* 163 <;*Misc: po wer lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
SUNAPEE GARDENERS REPORT - 2004
. .
:
Paramount in our gardening year was the completion of the first phase of
the Sunapee Harbor Beautification Project. In September of 2003, our chairs,
Tecla McCann, Pat and Gene Hall, and the Committee hired two landscape
architects to view the Harbor, create a plan for redirecting pedestrian traffic and
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planting shade trees and shrubs. The resulting design was submitted to the
Selectman, Road Agent and Gardeners for review and approval.
Togetherness was the secret of our success. After many months of
preparations, trees and shrubs were ordered and an early June planting day was
scheduled. Prior to the big event, Tony Bergeron, the Town Road crew, Carroll
Concrete, Andy Nichols Crete Pavers and others too numerous to mention,
implemented the architects plan to relocate the path to the gazebo and new
pedestrian crossings. On planting day, the road crew dug enormous holes for the
trees/shrubs and prepared the ground. Many town residents worked side by side
with the gardeners to prepare the soil and plant the 15 trees and 70 shrubs. A
refreshment committee, headed by Barbara Cooper and Betty Reid, kept the
supply of water, coffee, and food always available for the laboring
volunteers. Many thanks to all who participated in this wonderful endeavor and
to the continuing efforts of those who watered and cared for these new plantings
throughout the summer and fall.
While the Harbor Beautification Project was happening, it was work as
usual for the Sunapee Gardeners. March, April and May were spent planning
and ordering the flowers for our Summer gardens. June saw garden preparation
and planting. As the gardens bloomed, the flowers complemented the newly
planted trees and shrubs, creating a welcoming effect. The summer and fall
months were spent caring for the gardens. The final project of the year was
placing the winter greens, supplied by the Riverway, in window boxes around the
Harbor and Town. Our thanks also go to Derek Tatlock, Gene Hall, Robm and
Everett Pollard and many High School students who helped to create a winter
wonderland in the Harbor by decorating the Gazebo.
Although the harbor is the center of attraction, residents are encouraged
to view the other lovely areas that the gardeners maintain such as: the whiskey
barrels at the Town Hall, the flower boxes at the Police Station and Thrift Shop,
the watering trough, Hames Park and Leo Osbornes Memorial at the High Street
bridge. In Georges Mills, whiskey barrels are located at the welcoming sign and
at the beach. Along with whiskey barrels, two perennial flower gardens adorn
the sides of the Georges Mills fire station.
Fourteen years ago, The Sunapee Gardeners group was formed by a
few with a love of gardening and a dream. The gardeners thank the town
officials and residents for their support and encouragement that inspire them to
continue this wonderful endeavor. New members are always welcome.
For more information, please contact Ellie Goddard at 763-4386.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellie Goddard and Charlotte Brown - Sunapee Gardeners
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For more information, please contact Ellie Goddard at 763-4386.
Respectfully submitted,





Sub-surface Septic Test Holes and Design Reviews
Foster or Day Care Examinations
Restaurant Health & Food Inspection
Failing or Suspected Leaking Septic Examinations




Total Hours: 122 x $14.00 = $1,708.00
Mileage: 210 x .28 = $58.80
$1,766.80
Respectfully submitted,
John W. Wiggins, Health Officer Town of Sunapee
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT 2004
The winter of 2003-2004 delivered 86% of our normal snowfall. The first
plow-able snow was 4" on the 23
rd
of October, which is fairly early for the
season to begin. We only had 1" in November, but received 45 ,/2"in December,
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plus 3. rain events with 3.55" of liquid. January was very cold, with 12 little
storms that produced only 11 ]A" of snow. February was milder, had 6 storms, and
left another 1 VA" of snow. March had 9 storms and 1314" of snow, while April
yielded only 1" of snow. We had a total of 39 winter events, which is about
average. But the severe rains of December and cold temps of January left us with
many frozen culverts and iced-in drainage ditches.
With the arrival of warmer temps, we posted the roads on the 1 st of
March. While we were still thawing culverts, we had to repair the gravel roads,
which were potholed and rutty, as the frost was melting. In April, we started
lightly grading the gravel roads to restore their shape. We also swept all the





, which is about normal.
During May, we started grading gravel roads and treating them with
chlorides. We also started our drainage repairs and improvements, which
continued all season long. We moved the existing Information Booth, so that a
new one could be constructed. We helped in the construction of a new gravel
walking path on the Ben Mere property, in front of the Gazebo. In June, we also
helped with the tree and shrub plantings around the Gazebo area. We constructed
a new stamped concrete flush sidewalk, with a brick design, across the entrance
to the Harbor parking lot, for the Town Docks. We also built a granite curbed
paved sidewalk on the south side of Main Street near the Historical Building.
The materials for the sidewalks were paid for by Riverway. Thermoplastic
painted crosswalks were installed on Main Street. They are a lot more visible and
should last longer. We also did most of our centerline painting at this time. The
Highway Department also did the excavation and backfill of the foundation for
the new Information Booth, which is a privately funded project.
The many rains of May thru August resulted in continual road grading
and repairs of eroded shoulders and ditches. However, during July we started our
asphalt shimming program, primarily in the Granliden-Jobs Creek area. We also
did our annual roadside mowing. In August we undertook a major project of
reconstructing Young Hill Road. This involved replacing some of the culverts,
regrading all the ditches, reclaiming (pulverizing) the existing pavement and the
installation of a new paved surface. We also replaced the guard-rail on Granliden
Road. In Georges Mills, on Main Street, we replaced the stone box culvert. This
bridge replacement was scheduled for last year, but didn't occur because of high
water.
September saw more road grading because of the rainy summer. We
started the reconstruction of Sargent Road, near Avery Road, through the ledge
outcrop. We excavated the ledge, realigned the curve of the road, and placed the
gravel road bases. This project was scheduled at this time to avoid the summer
traffic and maximize our equipment rental. The excavator that was rented for this
project was also used for the Georges Mills Bridge and the Winn Hill Bridge.
The Winn Hill Bridge was built after the Sargent Road project, and is a glue
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laminated timber deck structure that replaced an old concrete and steel bridge
that the State bridge inspectors had all but condemned.
In October, we constructed a new drainage line on Central Street. The
pipeline was installed to eliminate the continual ice problems we have had over
many years. The project took a lot longer than anticipated because of the large
quantity of ledge that was encountered. We also installed more replacement
culverts in other areas of Town. At the beginning of November, we paved the
Sargent Road project and the Georges Mills project. We also started our annual
grading ditching to remove leaves from drainage ways. Because of the late
arrival of winter, we were able to continue this operation late into December and
were able to clean more ditches than usual.
Should you have any questions or comments regarding our operations,
please do not hesitate to contact me at 763-5060.
Sincerely,
J. Anthony Bergeron ~ Road Agent
HYDROELECTRIC PLANT REPORT FOR 2004
I am please to provide this, my fifth, report for the Town's hydroelectric
plant. 2004 was a pivotal year in the history of the plant, as it was the last full
year of the Power Purchase Agreement negotiated with Public Service Company
of NH (PSNH) in October of 1984. At that time, the N.H. Public Utilities
Commission required PSNH to purchase all of the electricity produced by the
plant at a rate of $0.09 per KwH for a twenty-year period, commencing on the
date of actual production.
Sunapee Hydro (PSNH #014) started production on or about February
14, 1985. The annual production since that time is listed as follows:
1985— 1,707,840 KwH 1986— 2,448,000 KwH
1987— 2,213,760 KwH 1988— 2,077,440 KwH
1989— 2,419,200 KwH 1990— 3,161,280 KwH
1991— 2,330,400 KwH 1992— 1,897,920 KwH
1993— 1,809,600 KwH 1994— 2,105,280 KwH
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1995— 2,001,600 KwH 1996— 3,123,840 KwH
1997— 2,068,800 KwH 1998— 2,194,560 KwH
1999— 2,049,760 KwH 2000— 2,399,360 KwH
2001— 1,699,200 KwH 2002— 1,289,600 KwH
2003— 2,720,000 KwH 2004— 1,804,160 KwH
As of December 31, 2004, the total production was 43,521,600 Kilowatt
Hours (43,521.6 Megawatt hours), which has resulted in revenue of
$3,916,944.00 to the Town of Sunapee.
The Powerhouse was originally built by N.H. Power Company, the
predecessor to PSNH, in 1924. The original turbine was rated at 650
horsepower, and the generator was rated at 400 Kilowatts. The records we have
show that between 1936 and 1952, the plant generated a total of 24,297
Megawatts, averaging 1,429,240 KwH per year.
The Town hired Environmental Engineers, Inc., of Concord, N.H.. to do
a feasibility study for hydroelectric power development. The document was
produced in January, 1981. The study estimated that a hydroelectric plant would
produce an average of 1,720,000 KwH per year, based on historical stream flow
data. That production would be adequate to power an average of 300 residential
customers, and eliminate the consumption of 65.000 gallons of oil annually.
As of February 13, 2005, the Town of Sunapee will become what is
known as a "Qualifying Facility". This will enable the Town to sell the
generated electricity to PSNH at the same hourly market price that all producers
receive, based on the "Independent Systems Operator-New England" (ISO-NE)
rate. The average hourly rate is $0,045 per KwH. Based on the 20-year average
of 2,176,080 KwH, annual revenue will be approximated at $97,923.60. The
Hydro Committee will continue to explore other market avenues to provide a
greater return, but at the present time, this is (unfortunately) the best deal.
I would like to thank Joe Adams, Assistant Operator, for his continued
commitment to help operate the plant in the most efficient manner.
Respectfully submitted, Robert A. Collins, Plant Operator





Our Information booth opened for the 2004 season on May 28 th . on
weekends thru June 25
th
,at which time we opened for 7 days a week until Labor
Day, then back to weekends until Columbus Day. Once again, we had people
visit from all over the world.
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The Craftsmen's Fair continues to bring people from all over the country.
We had calls from as far as California asking for Fair dates. Our totals for the
summer season were 2,357 cars, 5,008 people and a total of 1 59 telephone calls.
As 2004 ended, so did the use of our old Information Booth of many
years. Also this year, Terry Hamilton has decided to really retire. Our best wishes
go with her; she will surely be missed by all. A special thank you to everyone for
our new Information Booth.
Respectfully submitted,
Gloria Achilles and Marilyn Morse
KEARSARGE AREA COUNCIL ON AGING, INC.
37 Pleasant Street New London, NH 03257
Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc. (COA) is a non-profit
organization founded in 1992 with the mission of providing needed programs and
services for area citizens over the age of 55 and for adults of any age, who,
through disability, may need assistance. Its service area includes the towns of
Andover, Danbury, Grantham. Newbury, New London, Springfield, Sunapee,
Sutton and Wilmot. When contrasted with other senior centers in New
Hampshire, COA is quite unique. Membership is free, and there are no program
or activities fees, except for cost-recovery fees for day and overnight trips. At
the end of 2004, COA had approximately 200 members.
As reported last year, COA moved into its regional headquarters building
at 37 Pleasant Street, in New London, on December 1, 2003. During 2004,
COA's staff and volunteers have devoted a great deal of time and effort to
expanding and improving COA's activities, programs and services, much of
which was made possible by the acquisition of this building. For instance, we are
now able to offer the use of a "lending inventory" of medical accessories, such as
crutches, walkers, wheel chairs, etc. Once again, COA takes this opportunity to
thank all individuals, businesses and other contributors for making it possible for
us to purchase this wonderful building and for establishing an endowment for its
maintenance.
Currently, COA has more than twenty-five (25) ongoing programs,
activities and services tailored to the needs of our area seniors in a broad-gauge
effort to enhance the quality of their daily lives in many ways. Overall
participation increased by 15% in 2004, as compared with 2003. What many of
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us consider to be our most important service — providing free door-to-door
transportation -- continues to be well utilized. This service eases the lives of the
many seniors who use it, and it is indeed critical to some, as it provides the only
means to get to medical appointments including those at Dartmouth-Hitchcock
and Concord hospitals, for such vital treatments as dialysis, radiation and
chemotherapy. It also enriches the lives of those who would otherwise not be
able to attend a book discussion, visit a friend or just go shopping. This vital
community service is made possible by COA'S approximately 100 dedicated
volunteer drivers, who drove some 41,000 miles in 2004, spending some 2100
hours doing so.
All of the new and old programs and services are publicized by a
monthly calendar of upcoming events in the COA Courier that is mailed each
month to approximately 1700 households and businesses.
By way of changes and hoped-for improvements for the coming years,
COA, late in 2004 amended its Bylaws to provide for a Board of Advisors, which
will meet periodically with the COA Board of Trustees, offering the input of
representatives from each of the nine COA towns and from many other regional
organizations, in an ongoing effort to provide our senior population with needed
enrichment for their lives.
COA appreciates, very much, the annual grants by which each town
supports its work. COA would also like to acknowledge all of the individual,
business, civic organization and foundations that respond so generously to
COA's annual appeal for operating funds and cooperate in so many ways to
co-sponsor programs and services. COA considers it a privilege to serve all of its
communities.
Respectfully submitted, Hugh Chapin, Chairman
REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF COUNCIL DISTRICT ONE




It is an honor to be starting my 27 1 and 28 year as one of your public servants
here in District One.
The Executive Council is your effective point of contact at the tip of our
Executive Branch of state government. The Council acts much like a board of
directors for the administration of public law and public budget, as passed by the
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be done, due to lack of sufficient funds. We will be lucky to maintain what we
have and build what is in the current ten-year transportation plan.
District Health Councils are in full gear, whereby local health concerns
can be articulated directly to the Commissioner of Health and Human Services.
This is the largest agency in our state government.
With a new administration headed by Governor John Lynch, there will
be many boards and commissions looking for volunteers. If you are interested in
finding out what is available, please visit the Secretary of State's website at
www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index or call my office.
My office is always available to assist in questions for relief, assistance
and information. Also available and free is the N.H. Constitution, state map and
brochure on the Executive Council. Please contact me anytime. It is a pleasure to
serve you and your region.
Raymond S. Burton ~ Executive Councilor
338 River Road State House - Room 207
Bath, NH 03740 107 N. Mam Street
Tel. (603) 747-3662 Concord, NH 03301
E-mail: ray.burton4@gte.net Tel. 271-3632
E-mail: rburton@gov.state.nh.us
2004 STATE REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
It has been a distinct pleasure and honor to serve my hometown of
Sunapee for the past eight years at the New Hampshire legislature.
Although much of my tenure was relegated to addressing the unfair and
poorly conceived Statewide Property Tax (SWPT), I do feel some sense of
accomplishment in making our opposition known. Coupled with my involvement
in Municipal and County, Education, maintaining and improving the State's
infrastructure, and that all important area of constituent service, hopefully I was
able to make a contribution.
Education funding, affordable healthcare for New Hampshire families,
and the State's infrastructure will continue to be in the forefront. It's about taxes
and what other revenue sources will drive the State's engines. Maintaining and
developing equitable revenue streams in conjunction with prudent spending will
always be a challenge to our legislators.
During each election cycle, our candidates remind us how unpopular the
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and the State's infrastructure will continue to be in the forefront. It's about taxes
and what other revenue sources will drive the State's engines. Maintaining and
developing equitable revenue streams in conjunction with prudent spending will
always be a challenge to our legislators.
During each election cycle, our candidates remind us how unpopular the
statewide Property Tax is, and how they intend to eradicate it. We in the donor
towns are still waiting. Whether there is light at the end of the tunnel, it remains
to be seen. In any event, those of us in donor towns feel we pay a special
surcharge to live in New Hampshire, in the form of an extra property tax. We
must remain vigilant in expressing our opposition to this inequitable tax.
The property tax is basically the only revenue source for local
communities to run their municipalities and schools, and to provide sound
County government. When the State decided, in 1999, to tap the local property
tax for education funding, it adversely affected towns such as Sunapee. In fact,
Sunapee may have been proportionately the hardest hit, since it pays one of the
highest County taxes in the State. Of all the 234 cities and towns in New
Hampshire, Sunapee pays approximately the 14th highest in the amount of
County tax. A closer review of the State budget process suggests that there are
occasions where cost shifting to the counties readily occurs. This is all the more
reason for Sunapee to be concerned. For instance, the current State formula states
that Sunapee will be responsible for approximately 23.5% of the county budget
in 2005, while Claremont, which is over four times our size, will be responsible
for slightly less than 18%.
I am deeply encouraged by the direction taken by the new House
leadership. The emphasis on partisan politics, intimidation of holding the party
line, decisions from the top by a selected few, withholding crucial information
before a vote, hopefully is a thing of the past. Rather, there will be more credence
given to the various committees where all the hard work is done, and less
whipping, so our representatives can vote their conscience in the best interest of
their communities. The unproductive rhetoric of who is a liberal, conservative,
rino or rump serves very little purpose when dealing with most of our local and
State problems. Hopefully, the decorum of this great legislature will return.
The constitutional amendment issue, relative to the courts jurisdiction
with educational funding, may have run its course for the time being. Securing a
two-thirds majority from the voting public is almost impossibility. If it had
passed, what would it have resolved? If we were to use the SB 302 School
funding vote of this past June as an example, we could readily see how
controversial it is when allocating funds.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to serve. I want to wish my
replacement, Harry Gale, great success as our new State Representative.
Respectfully submitted,





New London Hospital is very grateful to our community for the strong
support you have given the hospital in 2004! Because of you, our physicians,
staff and Board leadership, the hospital is back on track and continuing its work
to provide excellence in patient care.
We are pleased to share the notable achievements of our past fiscal year,
which ended September 30, 2004.
S The quality of our patient care has been formally recognized as excellent by
state surveys, our scores on patient satisfaction surveys and three national
studies.
¥ We have added or expanded clinical services offered to the community,
including: Neurosurgery, Mobile Lithotripsy, Mental Health, the Hospitalist
Program, Outpatient Oncology Services, and a Coumadin Clinic.
S Three new primary care physicians joined the staff to provide improved
access to primary care.
Y Our 24/7 ambulance service continues to serve the community with financial
support from all seven towns.
S The Emergency Department is staffed 24/7 with board-certified emergency
room physicians, who have formed a local physician practice, Kearsarge
Valley Emergency Physicians, to serve our patients.
S The Clough Center, our extended care facility, expanded its skilled nursing
services for patients who no longer require acute care, yet are not able to
return home or to an assisted living facility.
Y For the first time in six years the hospital ended its fiscal year with a modest
gain from operations.
y Gifts to the 2004 Annual Fund—used to support clinical programs and
purchase medical equipment—were 52% higher than in 2003.
/ New London Hospital Auxiliary presented the hospital with a gift in the
amount of $94,000 as a result of its fundraising activities.
These accomplishments represent extraordinary effort on the part of many
people working together.
We especially thank you, the community, for your confidence and loyalty.
G. William Helm, Jr. Bruce P. King
Chairman, Board of Trustees President & CEO
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT - 2004
Though building construction during 2004 continued at a significant
pace, only six new lots were created, and five lots were merged into existing
properties.
Seven site plans were approved. These included: construction of an
office building at the Dead River Co. site on RT. 1 1 ; expansion of the Harbor Art
Gallery on Main St.; establishment of the Top Dog grooming/boarding business
on RT. 1 1; expansion of North Star Self Storage to include U-Haul rentals; and
the approval of two restaurants - one at the Round Rock Properties on RT 11
next to Radio Shack, and one at the Sunapee Harbor Cottages. Also the Planning
Board approved the Kearsarge docking at the town docks subject to the
conditions that: (1) the Selectmen ensure that parking data is collected during
Summer 2004 in order to define the parking situation and (2) a proposed parking
improvements plan is submitted within one year.
At the March 2005 Town Meeting, there will be five Zoning
Amendments placed before the voters. Four of the Amendments are, effectively,
housekeeping changes that ensure that our ordinances match FEMA and
Wetlands requirements. They include three definition changes to the Floodplain
ordinance. These changes were recommended by the NH FEMA Coordinator and
(1) identify the date of the applicable Flood Plain Insurance Rate Maps, (2) add a
definition of a recreational vehicle and (3) identify the Floodplain Zones where
this definition is applicable. The fourth definition change is an Amendment that
brings our local definition of Wetlands into compliance with the N.H. State
definition.
The Fifth Amendment on the ballot would establish parking
requirements for residences based on their size (number of bedrooms). Presently,
we only require two parking spaces for each one or two family unit. With
numerous large homes and large expansions being built, particularly on non-
conforming lakefront lots, there have been problems with parking overflows on
the roadway. This Amendment addresses this situation. The new parking
amendment would only affect new construction or newly expanded residences.
Existing dwellings would be grandfathered and, therefore, exempt from the
parking requirements.
Respectfully submitted,
Peggy Chalmers ~ Planning Board Chairman
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 2004
This past year, the Town of Sunapee has seen a 38% increase - 138 vs.
181 - in the number of requests for certificates of compliance (i.e. building
permits), as compared to the previous year - an all time high. Consequently, that
has tremendously increased the number of cases that came before the board of
adjustment.
Out of the 181 permits requested in 2004, 70 of them, almost 39%,
required application to the ZBA for either special exceptions or variances, or
both. Interestingly, the number of those requiring zoning board approval more
than doubled over the previous year, from 31 to 70. Of the 70 requests that came
before the board, 55 of them, almost 80%, were approved; 34 of those approved
were for special exceptions and 21 were for variances. The board approved more
than 2Vi times as many special exceptions and 3 times as many variances as the
previous year.
The reasons for this increase are due to more aggressive development,
fewer conforming lots being developed, high growth in our region, tougher
enforcement and the enactment of use zoning in our ordinance.
The Board's job is to provide land owners a way to develop and improve
pre-existing non-conforming property or buildings that do not meet current
regulation, by considering special exceptions and variances while maintaining the
integrity of the ordinance and ultimately the Town's Master Plan. By doing so, it
can eliminate what might be considered a "taking" of ones land through laws and
regulations.
Though they are used sometimes synonymously, special exceptions and
variances are very different requests.
Special exceptions are just that - exceptions from the zoning
requirements that are written into the ordinance - most of which list conditions
that must be met, in order for them to be granted. A variance is a much harder
and state regulated request for the zoning board to consider.
A variance asks the zoning board to approve something that is not
allowed or permitted in the ordinance - even by special exception. The State
Supreme Court has defined, and redefined, the conditions an application must
meet in order for a board to grant a variance, therefore making it a much harder
case to prove.
The Board usually meets on the 2
nd
Thursday in the month, with an
optional meeting held on the 4
th
Tuesday, if case load requires. The ZBA
encourages all citizens and land owners of Sunapee to review our ordinance,
rules and regulations in the planning phase of any development or improvement
of their land and/or building(s), and meet with the Zoning Administrator to
review the proposed project. Zoning is very important for any town to have in
place, especially with the growth we have experienced over the past few years.
Respectively Submitted, Peter J. White, Zoning Board of Adjustment Chairperson
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2004 PLANNING/ZONING REPORT
CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE REPORTS
New single family homes 34
New single family additions 42
Garages & outbuildings 34




Commercial structures additions 5
Multi-family homes 5
Decks, porches, etc. 28
Boat houses 1
Demolition Permits 5
Total applications submitted & approved 181
OTHER PERMITS
Approved Denied Total
Tree Cutting 34 3 37
Driveway Permits 32 32
Land Disturbance Permits 27 27
Sign Permits 9 9
After-the-fact Permits 21 21
Total Applications 123 3 126
ZONING ORDINANCE VIOLATIONS
(3) Formal Notices of Violation have been issued
(3) Notices of Violation have been resolved with proper permits
(1) Cease and Desist Order with a fine assessment has been served
(2) Outstanding Notices of Violations from 2003 were resolved and fines in
excess of $6,000 were collected.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT APPLICATIONS
Approval Denied Withdrawn Total
Special Exceptions 34 1 2 37
Special Conditions 4 4
Variances 21 4 1 26
Rehearing 2 2
Administrative Appeal 1 1
Total Applications 59 8 3 70
The Town of Sunapee's Master Plan and Regulations continued to
provide the guidance and control for a new, record year of real estate
development and construction.
The dedication and time, volunteered by the members of the Zoning
Board of Adjustment and Planning Commission in hearing a record number of
applications, is greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,







*A total of six (6) new lots were approved in 2004.
Respectfully Submitted,
Michael Marquise ~ Town Planner
2004 REPORT OF THE SUNAPEE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The year 2004 turned out to be a very busy year for the Sunapee Police
Department. By years end, our arrest statistics will total 50% higher than 2003.
Our calls for service will remain about the same. I attribute the increase in arrests
to more proactive patrols, programs and the collective efforts of many law






The police department has upgraded the computer system during 2004,
in that we now are part of a "host server" concept. This means that our server is
located in Laconia, N.H, and we rent space. The benefit is we now receive 24
hours a day/7 days a week technical support, new equipment and only pay a
portion of the cost we'd pay, if we had to have our own server with support and
purchase our own equipment.
We have been using our new Police car, which is a 2004 Chevy impala.
The vehicle is a six-cylinder with front wheel drive and so far has been an asset
during the inclement weather.
Training remains to be an important part of our schedule. Officers are
constantly attending training at N.H. Police Standards & Training or other
qualified institutions around the State. Sgt. Daignault and Officer Downing
attended a three day seminar on SWAT tactics, in Indiana, hosted by the National
Tactical Officer Association. Other Officers attended such classes as Revolver
Instructor, Interview and Interrogations, Patrol Force Interaction with K-9 units
and Child Passenger Safety Seat Technician refresher course.
K-9 Baron and Officer Downing received their yearly certification as a
K-9 Team from North American Police Work Dog Association, in
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. This is a national certification.
Secretary Brenda Chamberlin held a child passenger safety seat event
this summer, with Sunapee and New London Officers assisting. A total of 13
seats were checked at the event and, of the 13 seats only 1 had been installed and
used properly. If anyone needs a child passenger safety seat or a child passenger
safety seat checked, please call Brenda at the police station. This year, Brenda
has checked 14 child passenger seats and has given away 10 to those who were in
need. Brenda has also participated in 5 other events, throughout the State.
The Sunapee Police are using the new console radio that was installed at
the Police station, which is providing excellent communication from the Station.
For 2005, we will be working towards the Sunapee Police vehicles
having wireless capabilities to the Police Station. We will also be updating
members with new bullet proof vests, for 2005.
The Sunapee Police K-9 unit will continue with bi-weekly training with
the N.H. State Police. The K-9 unit continues to be a great asset and Officer
Downing, who is the K-9 handler, continues to do an excellent job with BARON.
K-9 Baron, Officer Downing, Sgt. Daignault and Officer Powers had received the
Sunapee Police Meritorious Service award for their actions during a lost child
incident in October 2004, in which the 13 year old boy was found and returned
safely to his family, after being lost in the woods of Sunapee for almost 8 hours.
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I would like to thank my staff at the Sunapee Police Department; they all
do an excellent job. In closing, I want to thank the families of the members at the
Sunapee Police Department for their continued support. The year 2004 was very
special for many of us in that our families had expanded throughout the year. My
wife Jennifer and I had our first child, Maddox Cahill. Sgt Eric Daignault and his
wife had their first child, Evan Daignault. Officer Jeff Reed and his wife had
their first child, Molly Reed. Officer Jeffrey Downing and his wife had their first
child, Colin Downing. Officer Peter Crowell and his wife had their first child,
Peter Crowell.
David Cahill, Ch ief of Pol ice
RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT - 2004
The Recreation Department had a great year with the sports programs.
This year we had very high numbers for all sports categories. The Recreation
Directors main focus was on the maintenance of the fields and Dewey Beach. We
built an 8'x 20' storage shed to store the canoes, lifeguard equipment and sporting
equipment so these items didn't have to be stored in the store. We rearranged the
store to make more room for retail items. I'm pleased to say that both Dewey
Beach restrooms were completely remodeled.
This coming year the committee is looking to improve and/or replace the
skateboard park. The committee also wants to develop more soccer and baseball
fields at Dewey Field. The committee and director will also be working closely
with the Library Committee to develop Ski Tow Hill.
New Recreation Director Scott Blewitt is looking forward to all the
challenges in 2005. Scott brings many years of experience with him to Sunapee.
Also new to the Committee was Janet Cain who became a member in February.
2003-2004 WINTER ACTIVITIES
Elementary Basketball - The Quad Valley Basketball League is made up of
teams in 3/4 and 5/6 grades for boys and girls. Teams in the league are from New
London, Warner, Bradford, Andover, and Sunapee. The Recreation Committee
thanks the following people for their time and commitment. The coaches: 5/6
boys Paul Skarin, 3/4 boys Rusty Fowler and Dick Mordersohn, 5/6 girls Ed
Tenney and Wendy Britten, and 3/4 girls Holly and Ed Tenney and Tim Putchler.
Also special thanks to Courtney Whitehead, Stephanie Larpenter and Vinny
Tagliatela for being scorekeepers, and Jared Circosta, Caitlin Peck, Courtney
Whitehead, Rusty Fowler, and Steve Whitehead for being referees. Paul Skarins
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5/6 boys team were Runners-up in the end of the season Quad Valley
Tournament, and congratulations to Holly and Ed Tenneys 3/4 Girls team who
were Champions.
Pee Wee Basketball - 35 Kindergarten through 2nd graders participated in the
program this year. This program ran Saturday mornings at the High School Gym,
from 9:30-1 1:00am. This program was coached by Bill Royce and assisted by
Paul Skarin. We thank them for their time and commitment working with these
35 little ones.
Youth Drop in Basketball - Once again we have youth drop-in basketball for
grades 3-12 on Saturday evenings at the Sherburne Gym. The program runs from
November through February with each age group having specific times to play.
Program participants are allowed to simply shoot baskets or take part in more
organized pickup games and contests. Participants in Elementary and Middle
school took most advantage of this program. Many thanks to Steve Anglin, Glen
Hawkins, Paul Skarin and Rusty Fowler for their supervision of the Gym.
Ice Skating - The ice rink was in the Ben Mere Park area. Many thanks to Don
Cady in his effort to maintain the ice surface. He did an outstanding job, we got
many compliments on the condition of the ice on weekends.
2004 ADULT PROGRAM
Volleyball - Adult drop-in Volleyball continues at the High School Gym on
Friday evenings. All Sunapee residents are welcome. Thanks to Kelly Perron and
Tammi Kemp for their efforts to coordinate the program.
Basketball - Adult Basketball for men and women runs Sundays from 5-7pm at
the High School Gym. Thanks to Ken Ricketts for organizing this program.
Drop-in Floor Hockey - A well organized event that runs Sunday mornings
from 8- 10am at either the High School Gym or the Sherburne Gym, and is run by
Jeff Trow.
Seniors - The recreation department worked with Frank Gallup and the Senior
Committee to help sponsor 2 field trips.
2004 SPRING ACTIVITIES
Softball - A U10, U12 Softball League is made up of teams from Newport,
Grantham and Sunapee. The U12 team was made up of 14 players, coached by
Jack Milewski, and assisted by Tammy Hamel. The U10 team was made up of
two 12 player teams, and coached by Judy Thackaberry, and assisted by Kathy
Downing, and the second team was coached by Megan Williams.
T-Ball - A K-2 Program played Saturday mornings at the Route 1 1 field. Special
thanks to Tina Naimie and the many assistants.
Little League - Sixty five 7-12 year olds turned out for the Kearsarge Valley
Little League Baseball program this year. There were two farm teams: Brian
Emery coached the Sharks, and Chuck Weinstein coached the Bears. There were
also three teams in the Minor League this year. Rusty Fowler and Rob Simpson
both coached for their second year in the Minors and first year coach Chris
Naimie. This year Sunapee fielded only one Major League team: Paul Skarin
coached the Astros with assistance from Brian Emery.
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2004 SUMMER ACTIVITIES
Dewey Beach - The beach season ran weekends starting May 29th and daily,
starting June 21st. Our new Beach Managers this year were Scott Unsworth and
Shane Huff, who provided much needed support and guidance for the program.
Tom Moore returned as our WSI (Water Safety Instructor) and was assisted by
Kalena McHugh. Swimming lesson sessions ran July 5th-July 23rd, and Session
II August 4th - August 22nd. For a second year, Tom ran a successful Junior Life
Guard Program. Other activities throughout the summer: Dewey Olympics, Sand
Castle building contest, crafts, basketball, volleyball, and many other events.
Many hours were spent renovating the beach house. We want to thank the
lifeguards and general beach staff for their work this summer.
Tennis - A summer program for all ages to enjoy the use of the Dexter's Inn
Tennis Courts. Many thanks to owner John Augustine.
Play Soccer Camp - This was a weeklong camp designed for participants'
enjoyment, and to enhance skills at virtually all ages and skill levels. Around 30
participants, ages 5-13, attended the camp. Thanks to Van & Robin Webb and
others for opening their homes and families to the Play Soccer Coaching Staff.
Skate Park - Set-up in the Town Hall parking lot; used by many children
throughout the summer season.
2004 FALL ACTIVITIES
Soccer - Sunapee again participated in the Merrimack Valley Soccer League.
This year's fall program had 90 participants in grades 3-6. Thanks to all the
coaches: 3/4 Girls coaches Chuck Weinstein and Dave Brown; 3/4 Boys coaches
Mike Emmonds and Jay McAllister; 5/6 Girls coaches Ray Brewer and Dan
Banks, 5/6 Boys Coaches Richard Jefferson and Jim Parsons. Also, thanks to the
High School students who completed a referee clinic and officiated many of the
games: Jared Circosta, Cory McGrath, Vinny Tagliatela, and Tanny Abenbroth.
Pee Wee Soccer - A Saturday morning program, with thirty-nine K-2 players, to
develop the very basics of soccer. A well coached program run by Tina Nairn ie,
Brian Emery and many others.
Drop-in Volleyball - 5/6 Boys and Girls Open Volleyball run Saturdays from
9-1 lam at the Sherburne Gym during October and November. A second year
program ran by Instructor Wendy Britton. A very successful program with a
large turnout. Thanks, Wendy.
2004 SPECIAL EVENTS
Easter Egg Hunt - A well organized event by Paula Flanders, assisted by
Patricia Halpin and Christina Williams. This is an Easter Egg hunt at the Ben
Mere Park Area, with over 100 children hunting for small treasures.
Red Sox Game - A Premier Coach Bus Trip of 54 people to Fenway Park on
May 30th, to see Red Sox vs. Seattle Mariners.
SPTO Halloween Party - The Recreation Committee brought our traditional
support of the Annual Halloween SPTO Party for children of all ages, at the
Sherburne Gym.
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Christmas Tree Lighting - Our annual special event at the Methodist Church.
The lighting of the Christmas tree and caroling by the Time Travelers, also
included a visit from Santa. Special thanks to the Sunapee Fire Department, the
Methodist Ladies, Seniors, and the Time Travelers for their support.
Recreation Committee - Deb McGrath (Chairperson), Steven Anglin, Paula
Flanders, Patricia Halpin, Chuck Weinstein, Chris Williams and Janet Cain.
Welcome to the new Recreation Director Scott Blewitt. Work Phone: 763-2212
Ext. 12
Respectfully submitted, Norm Morin
UPPER VALLEY LAKE SUNAPEE
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2004
U V L S R P C
Regional planning provides a mechanism for communities that live, work
and recreate together to collaborate on issues of common concern. The cities and
towns of the Upper Valley, Sullivan County and Lake Sunapee area work
together towards balanced growth through UVLSRPC membership. Your
community's active participation in UVLSRPC provides you with a voice in
regional activities, as well as in decision-making at the state level that affects the
future of your community.
Due to a Vermont decision to incorporate its Upper Valley communities into
an existing Vermont-only region, beginning July 1, 2004. the past year marked
our transition to a New Hampshire-only service area for the first time since 1963.
For communities in both states, some creative new approaches to regional
planning will be required. We have already begun exploring options for
continuing to address some of the Upper Valley's transportation, economic
development, housing and watershed management needs, across the region's state
line.
Each year we strive to focus on activities that will best meet the needs of
each area of the region, while we balance the differing concerns of larger and
smaller communities. Some highlights of the past year:
Worked with state agencies to ensure that issues important to the region
are understood and addressed, including local resource protection
priorities, transportation choices and improvements, effectiveness of
state smart growth policies, and water quality protection needs.
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Participated in transportation programs that will bring additional funding
into the region for sidewalks, public transit, and a U.S. Route 4 corridor
study.
Developed a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS)
for Sullivan County, and continued to participate in CEDS programs in
both East-Central Vermont and N.H.'s Grafton County to guide growth in
a manner consistent with local resources and needs, and increase
eligibility for federal funding for economic development and
infrastructure improvements.
Continued to work with area and state organizations, businesses and
communities to seek opportunities to improve the balance between
economic growth and housing needs in the Upper Valley.
Assisted 14 communities with updates of their master plans or capital
improvement programs and/or amendments to local land use regulations
and floodplain ordinances.
Provided technical assistance to local boards and committees addressing
a number of issues, such as natural resource and open space protection,
capital improvements programming, downtown or village
redevelopment, trail mapping, school building and transportation needs,
and parking needs and traffic circulation.
Continued our assistance to those planning for the stewardship of the
Connecticut River and its tributaries, including Lake Sunapee and the
Cold and Ompompanoosuc Rivers. Actively participated on Connecticut
River Joint Commissions and Connecticut River Scenic Byway Council
Steering Committee.
Organized four hazardous waste collections in which 884 households
participated to keep approximately 6,000 gallons of hazardous chemicals
out of the region's groundwater and assisted with public education on
household hazardous waste, including outreach to small businesses on
affordable disposal.
Conducted 911 readdressing in Claremont to improve emergency
response. Completed hazard mitigation plans for 1 1 communities as
required for continued eligibility for federal disaster assistance and
hazard mitigation funds; arranged funding to complete hazard mitigation
plans for several more communities in the coming year; and assisted with
all-hazard emergency operations plan for Southern Windsor County.
Provided suggestions for minimizing potential regional impacts
associated with several proposed developments through Act 250 in
Vermont and to New Hampshire planning boards, as requested.
Collected traffic data in 22 communities, and completed road inventory
in 5 communities to make sure that full state aid for maintenance is
received. Provided traffic data to communities, residents and businesses
on request.
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Continued to work with public transit providers serving the area's
residents, employees, and visitors to identify opportunities to improve
service using currently available funds, and to prioritize needs for
additional funding. Assisted Upper Valley Transportation Management
Association in efforts to reduce commuter traffic.
Provided monthly circuit rider services to several communities to review
subdivision and site plan applications for compliance with local
regulations.
Continued emphasis on informational programs and training for local
officials. Topics of bi-monthly program series included Smart Growth,
Resource Conservation and Development Councils, Solid Waste,
Community Water Supply, and Small Shared Septic Systems. Assisted
with series of educational workshops for conservation commission
members and VLCT Vermont Interactive TV workshops, and provided
training for local officials in Vermont on conducting effective public
hearings.
Worked with Connecticut River Joint Commissions and League of
Women Voters of the Upper Valley to organize conference to educate
planners, developers, landscape architects, engineers, and officials from
New Hampshire and Vermont on techniques to minimize the negative
effects of storm water runoff through Low Impact Development
techniques.
Responded to day-to-day requests from local board members and staff
for guidance on, e.g.; road maintenance, design standards, scenic roads,
traffic calming, traffic and parking-related zoning issues, development on
private or un-maintained roads; implementation of local land use and
excavation regulations, regulation of accessory apartments and buildings,
emergency zoning, steep slope and ridgeline ordinances, site plan
review; impact fees, capital improvement programs; stormwater
management; flood insurance; mapping; and hiring consultants.
Continued to utilize our geographic information system (GIS) to perform
land use analyses and natural resource planning. Provided GIS services
to 10 communities.
Developed new website - www.uvlsrpc.org - to improve our ability to
share information on planning issues and events. Maintained a library
with the latest technical guidance, planning literature, and sample
regulations; continued to expand regional socioeconomic database; and
responded to numerous requests for information from local officials,
businesses, and other area organizations.
We appreciate the high level of participation and support we receive from
our communities, and look forward to continuing to serve the needs of the region
in the coming year. We count on feedback from the Commissioners appointed by
each community, as well as local officials and residents, to ensure that our work
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program focuses on those regional issues that are of the highest priority to you.
Please feel free to contact us at (603) 448-1680 or e-mail me at
tbamford@uvlsrpc.org to share your thoughts.
Tara E. Bamford- Executive Director
TRANSFER STATION REPORT - 2004
The total volume of trash received at our Transfer Station facility
increased by approximately 3%. Recyclables increased by 3%, from 713 tons to
738 tons. Combustible trash, sent to the Claremont incinerator, decreased 3%,
from 1643 tons to 1599 tons. The non-combustible, non-recyclable trash, sent to
the Bethlehem landfill increased 11%, from 1146 tons to 1270 tons. Our
recycling rate remained at 20.4%.
Last year we introduced 2 new recycling programs, the collection of
fluorescent tubes and separation of mixed paper and/or junk mail. While the
programs weren't as successful as hoped for, they are becoming more widely
used. Our recycling programs help protect the environment and reduce our
operating costs. Income from recyclables and avoided tipping fees saved our
Town approximately $100,000.
Please help us to help you by having a current decal in a visible location.
It can be placed on the driver's side bumper, attached to your visor, or attached to
a card and placed on your dashboard.
If you have any questions regarding operations or procedures at the
facility, please do not hesitate to contact me or any of the attendants by calling
either 763-4614 or 763-5060.
Respectfully submitted,
J. Anthony Bergeron, Road Agent
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SUNAPEE FACILITY DECALS
A decal is necessary to gain access to Dewey Beach, Georges Mills
Beach, and the Transfer Recycling Station. The decals expire October 1
st
of each
year and are available at the Town Hall Selectmen's Office. All Sunapee
Taxpayers are entitled to one decal for each vehicle, when the registration is
presented. All Sunapee residents are entitled to a decal when rent receipt or lease
agreements, along with the vehicle registration, are presented. The decals should
be placed on the driver's side front bumper, attached to an index card and placed
on the dash board, or affixed to the sun visor. The registration number on the
decal must match the vehicle's plates. Temporary decals are available for short-
term renters and out-of-town contractors. If you are renewing your decals you
may mail a request to Town of Sunapee, PO Box 717, Sunapee, NH 03782,
e-mail a request to karen@town . sunapee. n h . us , or call the Selectmen's Office to
request your new decals. Springfield residents, who also use the transfer station,
have their own decals, which are only issued from the Springfield Town Office.
There is a fee for any materials placed in the open-top container. The
tickets necessary for placing materials in this container are available at the
Selectmen's Office. Brochures, explaining the fee schedule and the materials
covered, are also available at the Selectmen's Office.
TRANSFER/RECYCLING STATION HOURS
603-763-4614
Monday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
8:00 am -4: 15 pm
Sunday
8:00 am - 1 1 :45 am
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday
The Town of Sunapee adopted an Ordinance at the Annual Meeting March 12. 1985 (amended





As a health service organization, a primary responsibility of Lake
Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association and affiliates is to respond to
changing community needs for home health and hospice care. We rnus*
continually
ct
re-invent" ourselves in response to changes in regulations, provide
reimbursement and best clinical practice standards, so we can bring you value f
your dollar as a member town of Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nu
Association.
This year has been a memorable one for Lake Sunapee Region VN/
so many ways that we are referring to it as a "renaissance", a rebirth. Over tin
past several years, we adapted to changes in Medicare reimbursement, inadeq
Medicaid reimbursement, changes in clinical practice, shortages of nui
personnel, three-fold increases in insurance costs and increased techn<
demands. With 80% of our costs related to salaries and benefits, it be
essential to look for ways to reduce overhead. One way to control costs v
invest in our own building.
This spring, guided by the Board of Trustees and with a great deal oi
support from the greater community, we were able to purchase a build _ Our
new office, The Halsey Building, will meet our needs for many years md will
help ensure the availability of exceptional home health and hospice services in
our community. Necessary building renovations were supported by generous
gifts from individuals who believe in the mission of Lake Sunapee Region VNA.
Recently, Friends of the VNA opened The Renaissance Shoppe in the
lower level of our building at 107 Newport Road, in New London. These
volunteers created the shop to raise funds and to raise awareness of Lake
Sunapee Region VNA. Quality furniture, estate pieces, glassware, china, jewelry
and more, generously donated by people in our area who may be moving or
downsizing, will be sold with all proceeds to benefit the VNA. Donors will, of
course, receive documentation for tax purposes.
Support from the town of Sunapee makes a difference in the lives of yo
friends and neighbors for whom Lake Sunapee Region VNA provides care. The
number of individuals and families who are uninsured or underinsured is rising
Currently, Medicaid reimburses at about 55-60% of what it costs to provide care
There has been no adjustment in Medicaid rates since 1999. Looking to the
future, we expect Medicare reimbursement to decrease as the Fedeml
Government tries to ensure solvency of the Medicare program and a continued
problem with Medicaid funding, due to State budget challenges.
Your town appropriation dollars help us to provide medically necessary
care to residents of Sunapee. Town support also helps cover costs of things like
medications and equipment for hospice patients; care for newborns and children;
bereavement support for families of hospice patients for the year following the
death of a loved one; and bereavement support groups for adults and for children
in our local schools.
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We are grateful for this support because it helps bridge the gap between
reimbursement and our costs. Town support and our other fund-raising efforts
allow us to continue our mission to keep people healthy and independent at
home, for as long as that is feasible.
Lake Sunapee Region VNA also offers many services, either at no





Blood pressure and other screenings
Home Telemonitoring to prevent unplanned hospitalizations and help
patients learn self care
Administration of the Lifeline Program
Storage space and distribution for the Kearsarge Area Food Pantry
Speaker's Bureau for local organizations and churches
Health Fairs
Kearsarge Community Christmas project
Educational programs on chronic illness and advance care planning
File of Life and emergency information for each patient admitted to
service
Caregiver Support Groups
This year more than 303 residents of Sunapee used one or more of the
services offered by Lake Sunapee Region VNA. Services included: 2216 home
care visits and 939 hospice visits for adults and children; 10,156 hours in long-
term care services; and over 319 immunizations. In addition: 24 residents used
our Lifeline program; 28 residents used our home telemonitoring program; and
25 residents attended our support programs, including parent child program,
caregiver support and bereavement support.
The Board of Trustees, the staff and our volunteers join me in expressing
our appreciation for your support and your confidence in the work of Lake
Sunapee Region VNA. We welcome the opportunity to bring care and services to
residents of the town of Sunapee.
Andrea Steel ~ President and CEO
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WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT 2004
As always I'd like to start by thanking the Water and Sewer
Commissioners for their support and guidance in the past year, also thanks to the
Highway and Police department for all their assistance.
2004 started out with very cold temperatures, which resulted in water
meter and /or water service freeze-ups that the department was able to thaw out,
returning water service to our customers. The department replaced one fire
hydrant and repaired 3 hydrants, replaced 150 feet of summer water mains,
repaired 4 year round water mains leaks, replaced 12 curb stops, 26 service line
leaks and repaired 8 water meters damaged due to freezing and or age. We
replaced 700 feet of 8" water main with new service lines and one new hydrant,
which completed the Georges Mills project. The Georges Mills well system has
been operating very well and required no major maintenance. The plant
processed 14,036,196 gallons of potable water, which is 2,713,677 gallons more
than in 2003. The Slow Sand Filter Plant also ran very nicely with no major
maintenance issues and almost 9 month filter runs before cleaning was needed.
This is the result of a clean source (Lake Sunapee). The Slow Sand Filter Plant
processed 59,782,734 gallons of potable water, which is 14,787,674 gallons more
than 2003.
As I have stated in the past, the Wastewater Treatment Plant is a
challenge to operate, due to its age and keeping up with ever-changing State and
Federal rules and regulations. The plant has seen some success in its process with
the anoxic zone in the first oxidation ditch and we hope to continue to improve
the process in the future. In 2004, the Wastewater Treatment Plant treated and
returned over 141 million gallons of clean water back to the river to be used
again; this is 38 million less than last year. In doing so, we produced over 66 tons
of sludge, which is trucked to Concord's Wastewater Treatment Plant,
dewatered, and then land applied as a fertilizer.
The Collection System ran well this past year with very few after hour
call outs, which I believe, are due to the completion of the upgrades of the pump
station and the daily upkeep.
On top of all the projects and emergencies, the department personnel
continues to do our daily routine of plant inspections, water and wastewater
sampling, upkeep and maintenance of our system and stay current with changing
rules and regulations for both water and wastewater
In closing, I would like to thank the Water and Sewer Department personnel for
their commitment to the Town and the Department. We are on call 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. And, as always, I would like to invite all of Sunapee and
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jew London's citizens to tour your Water and/or Wastewater Plant. To arrange
or a tour, or to ask questions, please call (603) 763-21 15.
Respectfully submitted ~ David R Brennan, Superintendent
SUNAPEE WATER QUALITY REPORT - 2005
Test Results for 2004 (1/04 - 12/04)
Is my drinking water safe?
We are pleased to report that our drinking water is safe and meets federal and state
requirements.
What is the source of my water?
The Sunapee water system source is surface water from Lake Sunapee. The water intake pipe
is about 35 feet below the surface and is located in Sunapee Harbor. This water is treated and
distributed from the Slow Sand Filter Plant located on Harbor Hill. The Georges Mills water
system source is two bedrock wells located on Pleasant Street.
Why are there contaminants in my water?
Drinking water, including bottled water, may reasonably be expected to contain at least small
amount of some contaminants. The presence of contaminants does not necessarily indicate
that water poses a health risk. More information about contaminants and potential health
effects can be obtained by calling the Environmental Protection Agency's Safe Drinking Water
Hotline (1-800-426-4791).
How can I get involved?
Questions regarding your water systems can be directed to David R. Brennan, Water & Sewer
Superintendent, at 603-763-2115, 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM Monday - Friday. The Water &
Sewer Office is located in the Town Hall at 23 Edgemont Road. The Water & Sewer
Commission meets the last Thursday of each month, unless otherwise posted. Meeting notices
are posted in the Town Hall and in the Sunapee and Georges Mills Post Offices.
Other information
Water & Sewer Department Personnel: David R. Brennan - Superintendent, Scott Campbell -
WWTP Chief Operator, Dave Bailey - Foreman; Christopher Roberts - Operator 1, William
Marland - General Laborer, Holly Leonard - Office Manager
Water & Sewer Commissioners: Charles Smith - Chairman, Doug Mason - Vice-chairman,
Aaron Simpson, Stuart Caswell, Tracy Nanseroni, Robert Henit
Do I need to take special precautions?
Some people may be more vulnerable to contaminants in drinking water than the general
population. Immunocompromised persons such as persons with cancer undergoing
chemotherapy, persons who have undergone organ transplants, people with HIV AIDS or other
immune system disorders, some elderly, and infants can be particularly at risk from infections.
These people should seek advice about drinking waterfront the health care providers. EPA CDC
guidelines on appropriate means to lessen the risk of infection by Cryptosporidium and other
microbial contaminants are availablefrom the Safe Drinking Water Hotline < I -800-426-4791).
Definitions: MCLG : Maximum Contaminant Level Goal, or the level of a contaminant in drinking water
below which there is no known or expected risk to health. MCLGs allow for a margin of safety. • MCLs: The
highest level of a contaminant that is allowed in drinking water. MCLs are set as close to the MCLGs as
feasible using the best available treatment technology. • AL: Action Level, or the concentration of a
contaminant which, when exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements which a water system must
follow. * TT : Treatment Technique, or a required process intended to reduce the level of a contaminant in
drinking water. pCi/l : picocuries per liter (a measure of radioactivity).
Environmental Protection Agency requires testing of 77 different contaminants. The following test results
represent the only contaminants that were of a detectable level in the Sunapee Water System.
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2004 TEST RESULTS FOR SUNAPEE, NH
SYSTEM #2271010
Abbreviations: PPT: Parts per trillion, PPB: parts per billion, ppm: parts per million or, n/a: not applicable, NTU:
Nephelometric Turbidity Unit, MFL: million fibers per liter, nd: not detectable at testing limits.
Radioactive Contaminants






Total Coliform NO ppm Presence of coliform Naturally present in
Bacteria bacteria in >5% of the environment
(% positive compliance samples
samples)
Turbidity NO .08 NTU n/a 1 NTU Soil runoff
Fecal Coliform NO ppm A routine sample and Human and fecal
and E. Coli repeat sample are total























Total HAA5 NO .47 ppm 80 By-product of
drinking water
chlorination





NO .6 1 pCi/1 5 Erosion of natural
deposits
Health Effects Information:
Barium - Some people who drink water containing barium in excess of the MCL over many years could
experience an increase in their blood pressure.
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Combined Radium - Some people who drink water containing radium 226 or 228 in excess of the MCL over
many years may have an increased risk of getting cancer.
Copper - Copper is an essential nutrient, but some people who drink water containing copper in excess
of the action level over a relatively short amount of time could experience gastrointestinal distress. Some
people who drink water containing copper in excess of the action level over many years could suffer liver
or kidney damage. People with Wilson's Disease should consult their personal doctor.
TThms (Total Trihalomethanes) Some people who drink water containing trihalomethanes in excess of
the MCL over many years may experience problems with their liver, kidneys, or central nervous systems,
and may have an increased risk of getting cancer.
Environmental Protection Agency requires testing of 77 different contaminants. The following test results
represent the only contaminants that were of a detectable level in the Georges Mills Water System.
2004 TEST RESULTS FOR GEORGES MILLS, NH
SYSTEM #2271020
Abbreviations: PPT: Parts per trillion, PPB: parts per billion, ppm: parts per million or, n/a; not applicable, NTU:
















NO ppm Presence of coliform






NO ppm A routine sample and
repeat sample are total




Inorganic Contaminants (*) 2003 test results


























NO .9 pCi/1 5 Erosion of natural
deposits
Volatile Organic Contaminants




Synthetic Organic Contaminants-did not exceed MCL / Volatile Organic Contaminants-did not exceed
MCL.
Health Effects Information:
Kai in in - Sonic people who drink water containing barium in excess of the MCL over many years could
experience an increase in their blood pressure.
Combined Radium - Some people who drink water containing radium 226 or 228 in excess of the MCL
over many years may have an increased risk of getting cancer.
Copper - Copper is an essential nutrient, but some people who drink water containing copper in excess
of the action level over a relatively short amount of time could experience gastrointestinal distress. Some
people who drink water containing copper in excess of the action level over many years could suffer liver
or kidney damage. People with Wilson's Disease should consult their personal doctor.
II Inns (Total Trihalomethanes) Some people who drink water containing trihalomethanes in excess of
the MCL over many years may experience problems with their liver, kidneys, or central nervous systems,
and may have an increased risk of getting cancer.
NH Department of Environmental Services has prepared a Source Assessment Report for the sources serving
this public water system. The results of the assessments arc as follows. For Sunapee's system no susceptibility
factors were rated high. 4 were rated medium, and 8 were rated low. For the George's Mills Water Works, no
susceptibility factors were rated high. 2 were rated medium, and 10 were rated low. The complete Assessment
Report is available for inspection at the Sunapee Water & Sewer Department office located at 23 Edgemont
Road. For more information, call David Brennan, Water & Sewer Superintendent, or visit NH DESs Drinking
Water Source Assessment Program web site at www.dcs. state. nh.us/dwspp.
SUNAPEE WELFARE DEPARTMENT
TOWN REPORT—2004
The Community Alliance of Human Services has worked in
collaboration with the Town of Sunapee, since February 2004 to assist Sunapee
families in need. The Community Alliance of Human Services takes great pride
in assisting families from the Town of Sunapee.
Over 50 families were assisted with housing expenses, electric bills, fuel
oil bills, medication, and food. We were able to refer families and individuals to
other services and resources available within Sunapee and Sullivan County. We
have made referrals to services such as: The New Hampshire Department of
Health & Human Services (Medicaid, TANF, Food Stamps, and APTD), Serve
New England (food), Social Security Offices (SSDI and SSI), Southwestern
Community Services (fuel assistance, electric assistance, and rental assistance),
The Sunapee Food Pantry, local churches, Partners in Health, The Medication
Program, and the Medication Bridges Program. Additionally, where appropriate,
we have encouraged families and individuals to negotiate directly with utility
companies and landlords to make payment arrangements on amounts owed. We
appreciate the opportunity to provide assistance to families and individuals in
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need in a caring and professional manner, while, at the same time, significantly
reducing the overall budget of the Welfare Department.
In 2004, The Community Alliance of Human Services continued its
participation in the New Hampshire Local Welfare Administrators Association.
This association allows us to receive updated information pertaining to local
welfare guidelines, policies, and regulations. Attending these meetings also
promotes broader knowledge of resources available to families.
The Community Alliance of Human Services also continues to oversee
the Sunapee Food Pantry. We were very fortunate this year to be the recipients
of several food drives in the Sunapee area and we thank all those involved for
their tremendous efforts and dedication to the residents of Sunapee. We would
also like to thank the many individuals and businesses who gave their time,
effort, and dedication to assisting with donations to the Sunapee Food Pantry.
The Sunapee Food Pantry is located at the Town Office and holds regular hours
on Fridays, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Those families in need may, of course,
seek assistance from the Sunapee Food Pantry whenever the Town Office is open
for business.
The Community Alliance of Human Services also coordinated with the
United Methodist Church and local organizations to assist families with special
food assistance, during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. We also,
along with the Sunapee Elementary School, provided Christmas toys for families
in need in Sunapee. Special "thank yous" go out to Laura Henault, Wendy Sisto,
and Pat Anglin, who were our holiday shoppers for families in need. Their hard
work and dedication were essential to providing a better holiday experience for
Sunapee families in need. We would also like to thank Sunapee residents and
businesses for their many generous contributions to the Christmas toy collections
at the Sunapee Town Hall.
Finally, we would also like to thank the Town Manager and the town
employees for their assistance and support that have helped to make the Welfare
Department accessible and responsive to the needs of Sunapee residents.
Respectfully submitted,
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF SUNAPEE










































Michael Daniel St. Cyr
Stacy Annette Lamontagne


















































White River Junction, VT






































































I hereby certify the above to be correct to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.
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Date Name Cemetery Lot
Jan 12 Carol Eastman Brunelle Old East Ext. 58 #2
July 5 Mary Guillow New East 44B#2
Aug 2 John Milewski New East. 61C#1
Aug 24 Sandra J. Leavitt New East 100B #2
Sept 18 William H. Chalmers New East 86A#4
2004 Cremations
Date Name Cemetery Lot
Dec 27, 2003 Harold S. Cutts Old East Ext 61 #4
Jan 28, \2004 Stephen B. Farrow New East. 35A#1
May 18 Francis E. Bell South 55 #1






"The mission of the Sunapee School District is to
prepare students to be life-long learners and contributing
members of society by maintaining a challenging educational
program in a safe environment."
Maintaining the High
Expectations of the Sunapee Community
For Our Children.
S1
SUNAPEE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
2005 ANNUAL MEETING
AMENDED AT THE 2/7/05 DELIBERATIVE SESSION
To the inhabitants ofthe School District ofthe Town ofSunapee qualified to
vote upon District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Sunapee Middle High School
Gymnasium located on 10 North Road, in said Sunapee,New Hampshire on
Monday, February 7th , 2005 at 7 PM for the first session of the Annual
School District Meeting, to deliberate upon the articles, and to meet again at
David Sherburne Gym located on Route 11 in said Sunapee, New
Hampshire on Tuesday, March 8, 2005 between the hours of 8 am and 7pm
for the second session of the Annual School District Meeting, to vote by
ballot upon the following articles:
1
.
To choose a moderator, clerk, and treasurer for the ensuing
year and to choose two members ofthe School Board for the ensuing
three years.
2. To hear reports ofagents, auditors, and committees or officers
heretofore chosen.
3. Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other
appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session,
for the purposes set forth therein totaling $7,856,976? Should this
article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $7,747,641 , which is
the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the District or by law; or the governing body may hold one
special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:12, X and XVI, to take
upi the issue of a revised operating budget only.
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .39
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
S2
To see if the District will authorize the School Board to
purchase the Burton Blodgett house and land at 70 Lower Main Street
in Sunapee on such terms and conditions as the School Board shall
determine are in the best interest of the School District and to raise
and appropriate the sum of one hundred sixty-two thousand four
hundred dollars ($162,400) for that purpose, and authorize the
withdrawal ofone hundred fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) from the
capital reserve fund created for such purposes, the balance oftwelve
thousand four hundred dollars ($12,400) to come from general
taxation.
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $.03
(The Budget Advisory Committee Does Not Recommend)
5. Shall the District raise and appropriate up to twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000) to be added to the school district special
education Trust Fund previously established, with such amount to be
funded from the year end undesignated fund balance available on
June 30, 2005?
(The School Board Recommends Approval) No tax impact $.00
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
6. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand dollars ($18,000) to provide air conditioning for the front
office area at Sunapee Middle High School?
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $.03
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
7. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum ofninety-nine
thousand three hundred twenty-eight dollars ($99,328) for food
service capital expenses and authorize the withdrawal of thirty-five
thousand ($35,000) from the food service program capital reserve
fund created for that purpose? The balance of sixty-four thousand
three hundred twenty-eight ($64,328) to come from general taxation.
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $. 1
5




Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum offifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) and place said funds into the school
facilities capital reserve fund? (A vote at an annual school district
meeting is required in order to spend any funds from this capital
reserve fund.)
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $.11
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
9. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-two
thousand dollars ($52,000) to purchase a school bus and authorize the
withdrawal of thirty-two thousand dollars ($32,000) front the
transportation capital reserve fund created for that purpose. The
balance of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to come from general
taxation.
(The School BoardRecommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $.05
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
10. Shall the District vote to authorize the School Board to accept
any deeds from the Town or others and to enter into boundary line
adjustments as may be prudent, in order that the deeds to School
District property will conform to the boundaries previously
established by School District use ofthe property on such terms and
conditions as the School Board shall determine are in the best interest
of the School District
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $.00
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
11. To transact any other business which may legally come before
the meeting.
Given under our hands at said Sunapee on this 7
th
day of February 2005.
SUNAPEE SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD:
Arlene Adams Sharon Parsons, Vice Chair





LOCAL SCHOOL TAX RATE AMENDED
FY OS Assessed Value FYOS Local School Tax Rate
442,660 11.37
ARTICLE AMOUNT FY06 TAX RATE CUMULATIVE Per ARTICLE
#3 7.856.976 EFFECT EFFECT
(2.651,944)
5,205.032 11.76 0.39 0.39
# 4 12,400 7,869,376
(2,651,944)
5,217,432 11.79 0.42 0.03
# 5 25,000 7.894,376
(2.676,944)
5.217,432 11.79 0.42 0.00
#6 18,000 7,912.376
(2,676,944)
5.235,432 11.83 0.46 0.04
#7 64.328 7,976,704
(2,676,944)
5,299;760~ 11.98 0.61 0.15
# 8 50,000 8,026,704
(2,676,944)
5,349,760 12.09 0.72 0.11
# 9 20,000 8,046,704
(2,676,944)
5,369,760 12.13 0.76 0.05
0.758
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Statement of Bonded Debt


















Amount Outstanding June 30, 2004 $2,430,000.00
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SUNAPEE SCHOOL DISTRICT EXPLANATION OF GENERALBUDGETVARIANCE
FY2005 to FY2006




Increases in this area are due to wage increases for non-teaching
staff, and increases based on the first and second year ofthe three-
year teacher contract. 151,016 4.07%
Benefits
The change is due to increases in the cost of health insurance
averaging 9.7%, as well as the increases in FICA, retirement,
workers comp and life insurance tied to planned wage increases.
The legislature increased the employer retirement contribution by
40% for teachers and 15% for others. Health and dental insurance
rates now reflect the employer portion only. 56,856 3.92%
Purchased Service
This area reflects a normal increase in the SAU budget and a
change inADM and assessed value percentages. Also included is
an increase in Special Education related contract services 1 77,467 3 1%
Purchased Property and Other Services .
Reduced due to a decrease in data communication costs and
Special Education tuition. 17,872 4.6%
Supplies & Materials
Reductions were made in a majority of the supplies accounts
district wide. These reductions were offset by increases in
electricity and fuel oil costs. 24,825 7.02%
Books & Software
Reductions in middle high textbooks are offset by increases in
district-wide software. (560) (0.7)%
Property & Equipment
This group of accounts was increased only slightly while the
computer network is reconfigured. 1,269 0.85%
Dues & Fees
The increase is based on FY04 actual dues expenses. 3,367 1.18%
Debt Service
Normal decrease in interest expense on bonded debt. (12,420) (1 1 .6)%
Total 419,692
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INSTRUCTION (1000-1999) xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1100-1198 Regular Programs 2,688,698 156,836 2,845,534
1200-1298 Special Programs 1,478,326 83,049 1,561,375
1300-1388 Vocational Programs 36,483 36,483
1400-1489 Other Programs 151,872 151,872
1600-1999 Non-Public Programs -
1600-1889 Adult & Community Programs .
SUPPORT SERVICES (2000-2999) XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
2000-2198 Student Support Services 244,911 28,297 273,208
2200-2299 Instructional Staff Services 313,979 7,626 321,605
General Administration XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
2310 840 School Board Contingency _
2310-2318 Other School Board 65,154 65,154
Executive Administration XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
2320-310 SAU Management Services 377,981 40,535 418,516
2320-2399 All Other Administration .
2400-2499 School Administration Service 701,962 6,422 708,384
2500-2699 Business .
2800-2699 Operation & Maint of Plant 508,483 (2,093) 506,390
2700-2789 Student Transportation 168,452 2,105 170,557











OTHER OUTLAYS (5000-5999) XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
I
6110 Debt Service - Principal 270,000 270,000
6120 Debt Service - Interest 107,055 (12,420) 94,635
FUND TRANSFERS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
6220-5221 To Food Service 187,890 187,890
5222-6229 To Other Special Revenue 129,000 129,000
5230-6239 To Capital Projects „
S261 To Capital Reserves .
5252 To Expendable Trust -
S19
Default Budget - School District of SUNAPEE, NH FY 2006












FUND TRANSFERS XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
5253 To Non-Expertdabte Trusts
5254 To Agency Funds






Please use the box below to explasi increases or reductions in columns 4& 5,
Acct# Explanation for Increases Acct# Explanation for Reductions
1100 contractual wages & benefits 1100 accounting change -benefit co-pay
1200 IEP requirements 1200 accounting change -benefit co-pay
2100 contractual wages & benefits 2100 accounting change -benefit co-pay
2200 contractual wages & benefits 2200 accounting change -benefit co-pay
2300 contractual assessment 2400 accounting change -benefit co-pay
2400 contractual wages & benefits 2600 accounting change -benefit co-pay
2600 contractual wages & benefits 2700 accounting change -benefit co-pay
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As we approach the annual Town and School Meetings once again, the Sunapee
School Board would like to express our continued appreciation for the tremendous
level of support for education by the Sunapee Community. Our schools continue to
provide a vibrant, positive and supportive learning environment for our children.
Last year Sunapee voters approved several important warrant articles including the
three-year collective bargaining agreement with the Sunapee Teachers Association.
The Board and the Teachers Association worked hard at negotiating a fiscally
responsible agreement that will allow us to attract and retain highly qualified
educational professionals. Another article provided the funding for the replacement
of the hot water tanks at the Middle High School.
We also were able to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for our Food Service
Program. Voters approved $35,000 for this reserve fund. This year we are asking
voters to approve the additional sum of $64,328. This amount, along with the
$35,000 in reserve will allow for the replacement ofthe original kitchen equipment
at the Sunapee Middle High School, some of which no longer functions. This
equipment was not replaced during the recent renovations several years ago.
Overall, we hope you will notice that our proposed operating budget and separate
warrant articles represent a very modest increase to the overall tax burden this year.
While the School District continues to evaluate our future needs such as the
renovation and expansion of the Sunapee Central Elementary School, the
Administration and Board have carefully considered the needs of the entire
community. In the opinion of the Board and the Elementary School Renovation
Committee, it is imperative that the Safety Services Building be completed this year.
The existing conditions at the Police and Fire facilities are completely
unacceptable. Therefore we encourage you to focus your attention toward the needs
of our outstanding Safety Services personnel this year, they deserve your support.
The Sunapee School Board will continue to focus on the assurance of excellent
educational opportunities for our existing and future students. We thank you for
your continued support and invite your questions and comments.
George Curt, Chair





To the Citizens of Sunapee,
It was with great enthusiasm last year that I came on board the SAU 43 /
Sunapee team. My enthusiasm is even greater now than it was a year ago. I think it
is safe to say that Sunapee' s schools have upheld and added to their fine tradition of
excellence. Of course, the vast majority of the work that made this possible takes
place not in the SAU office, but in Sunapee' s two fine schools. Administrators can
help, but without dedicated teachers and parents, no school district can be
successful. Sunapee is fortunate to have both.
For this report, it is my happy duty to point out a few ofthe milestones the
Sunapee School District has passed this year. Test scores remain high, and by all
federal and state measures Sunapee is more than making adequate progress. Sunapee
sports continue to excel. This year Sunapee fielded a playoffteam in boys soccer,
and finalist teams in volleyball and girls soccer.
I am also confident your schools are in good hands in more ways than one.
We've welcomed an enthusiastic new principal, Sean Moynihan, to Sunapee Middle
High School. Mr. Moynihan has my full confidence, and has shown his skills even
only half way through his first school year. Anyone who knows Sunapee schools
will of course already know of the outstanding skills and dedication of Sunapee
Central Elementary School Principal Karen Switzer.
Your school board also continues to do an admirable job, planning for
improvements in advance, so they can be provided for before the cost becomes too
high. A new computer system will soon be in place for Sunapee schools and the
middle high school will soon have new kitchen equipment, pending your approval.
The current equipment dates from the 1960s.
They've also shown a genuine resolve to work with the Town of Sunapee
for the benefit of all voters and taxpayers. Two pressing needs collided last year, the
need for a new safety services building and the need for renovations to SCES, and
neither passed. This year, your elected school board members have taken the high
road, and delayed pursuing the district's needs to allow the safety services building
article to pass.
Back at the SAU office, we continue to work full time for Sunapee, as well
as Croydon and Newport. Teachers are continually sent to our literacy training
program in Colorado to bring back invaluable skills for their co-workers here in the
local area. We are also doing our best to procure as much grant money as possible
for the three member communities, drawing on the strengths and needs of each.
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Our team here continues to solidity. Business Director Steve Bartlett,
Director of Special Education Dr. Lois Knapton and I are now each in our second
year. Every year we are here, we hope to become more and more embedded in the
education community ofthe area. People whose names we once had to check before
meetings have now long been familiar faces, and true personal relationships have
been built.
Sadly, in a sense, our growing familiarity with the area will be all the more
needed once Dr. Marilyn Brannigan retires. Dr. Brannigan will leave the SAU in
June of this year. We have long revered her as our in-house grant-writing genius.
Dr. Brannigan has varyingly been referred to as SAU 43' s "anchor" or our "link to
history." Sadly her retirement will truly mark the end ofan era. Fortunately, she has
promised at least some volunteer time. We hope she takes phone calls at home when
we need advice.
On a happier note, our special education director can now rightly call
herself "Dr. Lois Knapton." Of course, Dr. Knapton has long been a capable
administrator, but we are always happy when any educator continues his or her
education. She matriculated from Argosy University in Sarasota, Florida last March.
In conclusion, it is easy to be upbeat when talking about the strides Sunapee
and SAU 43 have made. Sunapee' s past is proud, and your future looks bright. I
hope and expect that at this time next year, I will be able to congratulate Sunapee on
an even better year, on behalf of an even more veteran and effective SAU 43 team.








As my second year as Special Education Director passes by, we are continuing to
make progress in the efficiency ofspecial education delivery ofservices The district
embraces a full inclusion model in the least restrictive environment for students with
special needs which include service delivery ofsupports and related services within
the regular classroom. It is our intent, through teamwork and collaboration, to
continue and expand the wide range of services offered throughout the SAU, to suit
the needs of all learners.
SAU #43 Special Education Mission and Beliefs
It is the mission of the SAU #43 Office of Special Education to advocate for the
availability of a full range of personnel, programming and placement options
including early interventions and transitions services, required to assure that all
students with disabilities are able to achieve maximum independence upon exiting
from school.
It is our belief that all students can learn, given the appropriate environment,
services and related services, pedagogy, learning strategies and personnel. Proper
identification of students with special needs, effective evaluation processes and
procedures, and a varied continuum of services will provide all students with
disabilities the opportunity to acquire knowledge and develop skills to become
productive citizens of society. In order to create an environment of trust,
cooperation, communication, and understanding, all will respect the diversity of
others. We aim to promote collaboration among parents, educators, students, and
community members to ensure all students with disabilities have available to them a
free and appropriate public education.
Who is Eligible for Special Education Services?
Children ages 3-21 are eligible for special education and related services when
they are found to:
• Have a disability
AND
• The disability is determined to impact on educational
performance
AND
• The student requires specialized instruction.
S27















Percentage of Sunapee Students Identified:

















Who Makes the Decisions About Special Education?
The Special Education Evaluation/Placement Team (PPT) in each building is
responsible for making the decisions about students who are referred because of a
suspected educational disability. Members of the team include the parent, the
general education teacher as applicable, the special education teacher as applicable,
other specialists such as the Speech Pathologist, Occupational Therapist, Physical
Therapist, School Psychologist, Guidance Counselor, and a Building Administrator
and/or the Director of Special Education. It is important to note that parents are
always members ofthe team and have ongoing input in the decision making process.
What is a Related Service?
A related service is any activity outside of direct teaching of the curriculum that
helps deliver a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) based on the child's
disability. Related services are services such as Speech Therapy, Physical Therapy,
Occupational Therapy and Transportation and must provide related services as
outlined in the students IEP. The district is financially responsible for providing all
related services, both in and out of district.
S28

















Behavioral Consultation (District Staff
and Contracted Service)










Although the Sunapee School District has a wide array of special education
programs and related services in the schools, it is not always possible to service
students in District programs. Ifthe PPT determines that a student's need cannot be
met within the District, the District is required to pursue an alternative/out-of-
district placement. Additionally some students are placed by the Court as a result of
Court involvement with the Juvenile Justice System or as a result of DCYF
placements due to abuse/neglect issues. These placements can be short-term (a
week) or as long as the entire school year.
The tuition for all out-of-district placements is the financial responsibility of the
District and may include other expenses for related services such as transportation,
speech therapy, occupational therapy, and counseling, as well as necessary adaptive
equipment. Currently the costs of long-term public/private out-of-district
placements range from $6,500. to $95,000. At this time, the Sunapee School
District has three students in out-of-district placements, with hopeful transitions
back to the mainstream for two of them.
Professional Development
As in past years, we are continuing stafftraining activities. Federal grants (IDEA &
Title II) are supplementing funds. We have linked our special education focus with
the district focus on literacy. Math is the next area we will concentrate on. Many
staff continue to attend workshops in a variety of areas.
The results from the Special Education Program Improvement and Monitoring have
S29
been reviewed. A Special Education Corrective Action and Improvement plan has
been submitted to the New Hampshire Department of Education. This plan is a
comprehensive K-12 plan, taking a systemic look at the factors that might impact
students with disabilities. This holistic approach to systemic change will provide
sustainable transformation to SAU # 43 in multiple capacities. This will be our
focus for future years.
In closing, I sincerely thank the staff for their commitment and dedication in
working with our students; the School Board, Superintendent, and Administrators
for their support and many efforts on behalfofour students; and the parents for their
involvement in the discussions, planning, and implementation of their child's
education.
Respectfully submitted,
Lois C. Knapton, Ed.D.
Director of Special Education
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SUNAPEE MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
On Friday, June 11, 2004, Sunapee Middle High School graduated thirty-six
students and presented a certificate of attendance to one foreign exchange student.
The Commencement exercises were held on Memorial Field at 6:00 p.m. Sunapee
School Board Chairperson, George Curt, presided over the awarding ofdiplomas to:
Julia Marjorie Andersen (undecided), Sadie Kennedy Bascom* (Fordham
University), Jeffrey David Billings* (Rochester Institute ofTechnology), Michael
Edward Billings* (University of Connecticut), Peter Charles Blank (American
University), Sabrina Blumenthal (return to Germany), Allison Marion Grace
Boisvert (Lebanon College), William Michael Brode* (undecided), James
Nicholas Crone (Montserrat College ofArt), Josiah Richard Downey* (University
ofNew England), Hartwell Simpson Durfor* (George Washington University),
Jonathan Cornell Gallup (Castleton State College), Andrea Michelle Gosselin*
(Saint Michael 's College), Patrick Louis Guglielmo (undecided), John Robert
Harvey (Keene State College), Jason David Heath"1" (work), Evan Bishop Hudson
(Newbury College), Matthew Robert Hurd (Plymouth State University), Adam
Spencer Jackson (work), lyier Jon Kavanagh (University ofNew Hampshire),
Mary Claire Lyon (Mcintosh College), Alyssa Cora Parssinen (undecided),
Ethan Emerson Peck (Arizona State University), Kelly Anne Peirce (Savannah
College ofArt & Design), Kevin Bradley Perron (Champlain College), Mallori
Brianne Rice* (Merrimack College), Richard P. Robie (Keene State College),
Patrick Robert Sadlemire (work), Michael J. Spear (work), Angelica Leigh
Stephens (University of Tennessee), Angelina Marie Tagliatela (Curry
College), Christine Elizabeth Titus (Plymouth State University), Tiffany Rae
Tremblay* (Northeastern University), Shannon Diana Vernlund+ (University of
Utah), Jessica Ann Walter (New Hampshire Technical Institute at Concord), Frank
lyier Whitcomb (University of Vermont), Timothy Adrian Whitman (New
Hampshire Community Technical College at Claremont).
^Member ofthe National Honor Society
+Member ofthe National Vocational-Technical Honor Society
For the record, awards and scholarships presented at graduation were: Murvin A.
Bailey Award - Christine Titus; Sam Bond Memorial- Thomas Perkins; Amanda
Marie Burrill Memorial - Josiah Downey; Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship
- Hartwell Durfor; Hank Carley Memorial - Michael Spear; Charles & Carl
Clement Memorial - Allison Boisvert; Community Alliance ofHuman Services
- Mallori Rice; Cricenti's Market in New London - Jessica Walter; John M. &
Delia U. Emerson Scholarship - William Michael Brode; Mary Felicia Falzarano
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- Allison Boisvert, Josiah Downey, Richard Robie, Christine Titus, Shannon
Vernlund, Timothy Whitman; Charles K. Flint Memorial - James Crone;
Highland Road Farm - William Michael Brode, Mallori Rice; HOSA (Health
Occupations of Students ofAmerica) - Shannon Vernlund; Journalism Award -
Andrea Gosselin; Lake Sunapee Bank Citizenship Award - Andrea Gosselin;
LaValley Building Supply, Inc. - Matthew Hurd; Annie G. Leone - Angelina
Tagliatela; Raymond W. Leone Memorial - Jeffrey Billings; McCrillis &
Eldridge Insurance - Matthew Hurd; John P. Molloy Memorial - Ethan Peck;
Mt. Sunapee Council - Andrea Gosselin, Tiffany Tremblay; Mount Sunapee
Employee Dependent Scholarship - Jonathan Gallup; Auxiliary ofNew London
Hospital - Shannon Vernlund; New London Rotary Club - Sadie Bascom, Josiah
Downey, Andrea Gosselin, Mallori Rice, Tiffany Tremblay, Shannon Vernlund;
Ray Rich Fishing Award - Jeffrey Billings, Michael Billings; Herb Ripley
Memorial - William Michael Brode; Wendell W. Rude Memorial - Mallori Rice;
Karen Marie Schrader Memorial - Kelly Peirce; David W. Sherburne
Memorial - Kelly Peirce; Sturm, Ruger/Pine Tree Castings Sunshine
Scholarship - Christine Titus; Sugar River Savings Bank - Tiffany Tremblay;
Sugar River Valley Regional Technical Center National Technical Honor
Society - Shannon Vernon; Sullivan Family and Prospect Hill Antiques -
Matthew Hurd; Sunapee Alumni Association -Josiah Downey; Sunapee Booster
Club - Mallori Rice, Josiah Downey, Andrea Gosselin, Kevin Perron, Tiffany
Tremblay; Sunapee Chapter of the National Honor Society - (members) Josiah
Downey, William Michael Brode; (nonmembers) Jonathan Gallup, Christine Titus;
Sunapee Community Methodist Church Meacham Scholarship - Josiah
Downey; Sunapee Firemen - Jonathan Gallup; Sunapee Lion's Club - Allison
Boisvert, Timothy Whitman; Sunapee Teachers Association - Josiah Downey,
Andrea Gosselin, Kelly Peirce; Sunapee Seniors' Thrift Shop - Jeffrey Billings,
Michael Billings, Richard Robie; Tom & Judy Tuohy Memorial - Christine Titus;
Universal Physical Therapy - Shannon Vernlund; Herbert O. Williams
Memorial - Michael Billings.
Class Day exercises were again held on Memorial Field prior to graduation. All
high school students attended to witness award presentations and special recognition
of our graduates. Awards presented were: College Book Awards: Dartmouth
College - Andrew Walters; Harvard University - Kara Morin; Wellesley College
- Aileen Reney; University of Michigan - Amanda O'Mara; New London
Rotary: Service Above Self Award - Matthew Hurd; Daughter's of the
American Revolution (D.A.R.): Good Citizenship Award - Josiah Downey;
Hugh O'Brien Youth Leadership (H.O.B.Y.) Award - Matthias Downey; Rhode
Island School of Design Art Award - Kelly Peirce; Academic Achievement
Awards: Co-Valedictorian - Andrea Gosselin; Co-Valedictorian - Mallori Rice.
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The students at Sunapee Middle High School continue to do well. Adequate yearly
progress was achieved for students at both the middle school and high school
according to the No Child Left Behind guidelines, and participation in co-curricular
activities remains active. Harvard Model Congress and NH Bar Association Mock
Trial teams are extremely well represented under the guidance of Mrs. Spencer,
while Ms. Bronder's Math team competes and shows well against private and larger
public schools in the area. Our Thespian students performed the Complete Works of
William Shakespeare (Abridged) in their fall production, and they prepare to present
Grease this spring.
Last June Sunapee Middle-High School celebrated the retirement ofLaura Davis, a
longtime French and Spanish teacher. Miss Davis and the expertise she brought to
both her classroom and the publishing of the yearbook is missed; fortunately, she
has stayed in contact and provided support in the compilation of this year's
yearbook.
Principal's Roundtable meetings continue to meet every other month, and the
parents have been very supportive and involved. The group has discussed a variety
of school issues, and we welcome community members and parents to share their
feedback and concerns. I would like to thank all of the community members,
parents, students, and teachers who support our efforts at Sunapee Middle-High
School and make it such a wonderful place. On behalfofthe staff, I assure you that
we do not take this support for granted, and we will continue to strive for excellence








As I reflect upon my 5th year here at Sunapee Central Elementary School, I am
impressed with the community activism that occurs so frequently. Not a day goes by
without seeing some examples of this. Parents and community members have:
planned classroom celebrations as room parents, chaperoned field trips and our
winter activity program, helped in the library and classrooms, assisted the art teacher
with a variety ofprojects, helped the school nurse with the fluoride program, read to
classes and helped in the many projects sponsored by our wonderful SPTO. It is not
surprising that we have been awarded the Blue Ribbon Award for Volunteerism by
New Hampshire Partners in Education for the ninth consecutive year!
This year we have continued our focus on teaching literacy:
• We are grateful that the SAU has given six ofour stafTmembers the opportunity
to be trained to teach and train other staff members in 7 different reading
comprehension strategies for helping students to enrich their thinking and better
comprehend what is read.
• We continue to collect and review student data to determine instructional
practices. We have solid data which shows that our students' NHEIAP and
Gates-MacGinitie scores have increased due to our literacy work.
• Teachers' instruction in writing continues to place a premium on the process of
writing and the importance of each student editing and revising his/her work.
• Title I and kindergarten teachers have presented parent workshops throughout
the year to keep parents informed of how they can help to enhance literacy
skills.
• The Extended Summer Program and Title I Summer Program continued this
year to maintain students' skill levels.
After receiving a grant to be trained and to implement a new program called Risk
Watch Safety Program, our school counselor, Brenda Brode, and our school nurse,
Mai McLaughlin have been teaching a variety of safety lessons with the help of
various community members. We have included topics such as: bus and motor
vehicle safety, fire safety, injury prevention, nutrition, poison prevention, bike
safety, and water safety. I want to thank the following people for giving their time
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and knowledge to our children: Safety Coalition members ChiefDan Ruggles and
Paula Ruggles, Chief David Cahill, Kathy Doolan, Sunapee EMS, Sunapee Fire
Department, Marine Patrol, and Sunapee Police Dept., all ofwhom participate in
safety presentations. Classroom field trips are now being funded through the school
budget; this allows teachers to spend less time with fundraising and to have more
time for planning and instruction. The SCES Renovation Committee is continuing
its work, involving participation ofmany town officials and community members in
thinking about Sunapee' s over-all needs and the best way to go about meeting them.
The elementary school still needs additional space to house all its programs in the
most efficient way.
The Sunapee K-12 Enrichment Committee, through funding from the SPTO,
community businesses and the school budget, continues to provide many
opportunities for students which they otherwise would not have experienced, i.e.:
• 3 day Artist-in-Residence, Steven Krasner, provided a writing workshop to
each class, grades K-5, and 1 staffworkshop and a parent workshop on how
to help students expand their imaginations.
Theater Integrating Guidance Education and Responsibility, grades K-7
"I Was Born To Be Me" education and performance workshops, grades K-7
Sculpting by Mark Ragonese, grades 6, 7 and 8
Boston Ballet, grades 6, 7 and 8
New Hampshire History Museum Outreach, grade 4 and 8
Beauty and the Beast, grades 2 and 3
"Learning on Stage" dance and theater for Spanish students, grade 9-12
The Friends ofthe Abbott Library sponsored a production ofthe Secret Garden for
grades K-7.








New members of the SCES staff this year include:
Jennifer Loven - Art Teacher
Allison Mollica - Technology Coordinator
Simone Robinson - First Grade Teacher
Theresa Quinn - Special Education Teacher
Tina Snelling - Lunch Assistant
We continue to provide many worthwhile activities:
Destination Imagination
Winter Activity Program
DARE - Grade 5
Nature's Classroom Fund Raising
Holiday Concert
Spelling Bee - Grades 4 and 5
Stretch Weeks -Grades 4 and 5
First Place Robotics - Grades 4 and 5
Tech For Tots -Grade 3 and Preschool
Unified Arts
Band - Grades 4 and
Jump Rope for Heart
Cup Stacking Tournament
It seems appropriate at this time to extend our thanks to Charlotte Carlson, 2nd
grade teacher; Anna Duke, 5th grade teacher and Alan Peterson, music teacher,
who, among them, have served this community for 107 years! They have seen many
changes during their time here and have helped to create a caring and creative
learning environment. We extend to them our warmest regards and deeply thank
them for their years of dedicated service.
It continues to be a privilege to work in the Sunapee School District, which daily






SUNAPEE MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL




Sean Moynihan Principal Plymouth State M.Ed. 13 1
Holly Norton Assistant Principal Bowling Green State Univ. M.Ed. 21 6
Gail G. Baade Spanish/Art University of Mexico MA 30 11
Brent Baker MS Science St. Lawrence University BA 9 9
David Barry Physical Education Plymouth State BS 34 34
Ronald Beaudet Mathematics Keene State College BS 29 30
Nancy Bronder Mathematics Antioch/NE University M.Ed. 9 4
Richard Byrne English Webster College MA 16 13
Sharon Christie Home Economics U. Mass.-Amherst BS 14 6
Thomas Coverdale English Plymouth State M.Ed. 19 4
Catherine Mazzola French Keene State College BA 1 1
Dawn Emory Science Emory & Henry College BA 15 2
Deborah Georgevits Physical Education Keene State College BS 15 1
John Gosselin Industrial Arts Keene State College BS 27 29
Karen Gosselin Business Education Plymouth State BS 29 29
Betty May Graham Special Education Lesley College MS 32 5
James Grenier Mathematics/Physics Worcester Poly Tech. MS 29 24
Sandra Guest Librarian/Elem/MHS University of Pittsburgh MLS 27 25
Linda Houston Special Education Plymouth State College BS 25 6
Jack Iacopino Science University ofNH BS 9 9
Laura Kessler Social Studies Notre Dame College MA 13 11
Corinne Levasseur Middle School Keene State College BS 11 11
Lisa Scott-MacNeil Spanish Sacred Heart University MA 4 3
Patricia McCabe Social Studies Keene State College MEd. 19 19
Joseph D. Palamara Special Education Eastern Michigan Univ. BA 11 3
Janice M. Porter English University ofNH BA 12 9
Alan Peterson Music/Elem/MHS University ofNH BS 30 29
Ellen Pysz Middle School Antioch/NE University MA 36 36
Meagan Reed Social Studies University of N. Carolina BS 7 7
Amanda Christensen Guidance Notre Dame College MA 9 1
Alan Shulman Special Education Rivier College M.Ed. 14 6
Marcia Spencer Social Studies Yale University MA 30 9
Myles Cooney Guidance Counselor University ofNH MA 8 1
SUNAPEE CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Karen Switzer Principal Plymouth State College M.Ed. 27 4
Jennifer Loven Art University ofNH BA 3 1
Muriel Bergeron Grade 2 Antioch/NE University M.Ed. 16 14
Valerie Blachly Special Education New England College BS 13 5
Brenda Brode Guidance Keene State College M.Ed. 5 4
Charlotte Carlson Grade 2 University of S. Maine MS 33 33
Bonnie Cruz Physical Education Springfield College BS 11 8
Margaret Hunt Media Center New England College BA 10 2
Marianne Doherty Special Education Antioch/NE Univer/CLL MEd. 17 17
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SUNAPEE CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL




Anna Duke Grade 5 Plymouth State B.Ed. 42 42
Stephanie Hubert Special Education Keene State College BS 9 5
Jacqueline F. Keegan Kindergarten University of Bridgeport MA 2 2
Michael Kennedy Grade 3 Keene State College BS 26 25
Pamela Larpenter Grade 3 University ofNH BS 19 16
Grace Rechisky Kindergarten Antioch/NE University M.Ed. 19 16
Cheryl Roberts Grade 5 Antioch/NE University MEd. 22 20
Deborah L. Shapiro Grade 1 Colby Saywer College BS 8 7
Joanne Skarin Grade 4 Notre Dame MEd 17 14
Heather Sherwin Grade 4 Plymouth State MA 12 2
David Chaves Choral Director University of Long Island BA 18 2
Theresa Quirai Special Education University of Oregon MEd 2 1
Simone Robinson Grade 1 University ofNH MEd 8 1
NURSES SECRETARIES
Joyce Murphy-Gale Middle High School Joan Chandler Elementary School
Marilyn McLaughlin Elementary School Kathryn Ward Elementary School
Darlene Morse Middle High School
BUS DRIVERS Sandra Webb Middle High School
Dana Whipple-Director John Dargie Melissa Clarke Middle High School
Gerald Brailsford Robert Spiwak
KeUy Cornell TITLE 1 PERSONNEL
Elizabeth Halverson
CUSTODIANS Brenda Huff
Robert Abraham Elementary RELATED SERVICES
Roland Akkola Elementary Allison Mollica Technology Coordinator
Ernest Colby Middle High School Barbara Lague Speech Language Pathologist
Robert Mills Bldg/Main. Supervisor Kandra Palmer Certified Occupational Therapy Asst.
Arthur Mitts Elementary Barbara Chase School Psychologist
Kenneth Nutting Middle High School Frederick Bellimer Technologist
William Royce Elementary
Doug MacWilliamse Elementary SPECIAL EDUCATION ASSISTANT
FOOD SERVICE Deborah Allen David C Bailey Lynn Brewer
Valerie Sanborn Director Sandra Byrne Janet Cain Jean Chandler
Alona Drew HS/Elementary Jeanne Circosta Stephen Denis Annette Dodge
Tina Snelling High School Kathleen Dykeman Valerie Gannett Laura Henault
Pamela Quimby Elementary Mary Lyman Sandra Murchie Elizabeth Pflanz
Sherry Ayotte Elementary Michelle W. Reidy Ruth Roylance Laurie Schmidt
Barbara Simeone Pam Stocker Elizabeth Trainor
AIDES Donna VanDen Berg Scott Unsworth Barbara Wheeler
Patricia Adams Library
Peggy Ricketts Library
Tammy Hamel Instructional Assistant
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Tuesday - February 3, 2004
Location: Sunapee Central Elementary School
x Sunapee Middle High School
I. Welcome: Moderator Harry Gale began the meeting at 7:04 p.m. He introduced
himself and welcomed the public to the Sunapee School District Deliberative Session.
Moderator Gale reviewed the SB-2 process, explaining that Session I would be held that
evening, and that Session II would be the elections held on March 9, 2004.
II. Introductions: Moderator Gale introduced the Supervisor of the Checklist, Sunapee
School Board Members, SAU Administrators, Sunapee School Administrators, and
members of the BAC.
III. Review of Rules: Moderator Gale reviewed handout of "Moderator's Rules of Order"
and asked for any questions. There were no questions from the public.
IV. Presentation of Warrant Articles:
Moderator Gale read Article 1 . He asked the public for a motion to send the warrant
article to vote on March 9, 2004. The public so moved, and approved the article.
Moderator Gale read Article 2. The article was so moved, and approved.
Moderator Gale read Article 3 . Shaun Carroll moved that the article be sent to ballot on
March 9, 2004. Motion seconded by George Curt.
Chair Curt welcomed the Superintendent Mealey and Business Manager Steve Bartlett
to the District. He thanked Dr. Brannigan and the SAU staff for a great year.
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Chair Curt explained the budget process to the public. He noted that the process began
in early November, and shared that there had been a total of 6 drafts completed. Chair
Curt stated that the BAC has provided valuable input with regards to recommendations
for the budget and development of warrant articles.
Chair Curt reviewed that the budget reflects a 5.5% increase, noting items which
resulted in this increase. He identified a $50,000 increase due to an SAU allocation,
addition of a school bus into the budget, and a $175,000 health insurance increase.
Chair Curt reported that the assessed tax impact of the school budget would be $.80 /
$1000.
Chair Curt reviewed the default budget, and noted that it is $164,677 lower than the
proposed operating budget. He reviewed the Board Goals, and asked for public support
of the operating budget.
V. Business of the Moderator:
Moderator Gale noted that without objection, the following persons may address the
meeting for informational purposes: Dan Bisson, Wes Bonney, Tom Witham and Karen
Switzer.
Moderator Gale requested a moment of silence, and asked that the members of the
Columbia Crew and our Military be remembered.
Superintendent Mealey led the meeting in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Tom Witham and Ron Beaudet sang the National Anthem.
VI. Continued review of the Warrant Articles:
Moderator Gale read Article 3, and asked for questions or comments.
Alden Clough (Nutting Road) spoke against the proposed budget because ofthe addition
ofa school bus. He noted that historically, buses were presented in warrant articles, and
shared that he felt they should continue to be presented that way. Mr. Clough stated that
he was not against the bus, but was against its addition to the budget.
Chair Curt thanked Mr. Clough for his comments, and noted that the Board spent a lot of
time on the issue. He explained that the bus was a specific line in the budget, and thus
was not hidden within the budget. Chair Curt also explained that this item could be
removed from the budget at a later date if the Board decided to.
Alden Clough (Nutting Road) stated that he has attended several Board meetings and
had not heard a lot of requests for a bus. He again stated that he felt the voters have a
right to say where town money goes, and that the bus should be a separate warrant
article.
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Greg Shughart (BAC member) (Burkehaven Hill) shared that the BAC had worked
closely with the school Board regarding the budget, and noted that BAC had also wanted
the bus to be presented as a warrant article. However, he explained further that the
Board was very forward regarding the issue and presented the bus as a separate line
item. Mr. Shughart stated that the budget is fiscally responsible and that a justification
was provided by Dana Whipple. He shared that the BAC supports the approval of the
budget and noted that there is a need to keep children and bus drivers safe.
John Mapley (BAC) (Indian Cave Landing) asked what would happen with the bus ifthe
budget was turned down.
Chair Curt stated that ifthe Board had to work with the default budget, they would have
to make decisions about cuts. He noted that at that time, he could not identify where
cuts would be made.
Lisa Bell (Rt. 1 03B) stated that she supports the budget as presented. She explained that
the Board has been forward regarding the issue and that the Board is prepared to defend
the budget. Ms. Bell thanked the Board for their work, and stated to the public that the
Board was not trying to "pull something over" on them.
Alden Clough (Nutting Road) stated that he was not questioning the Board's attempt to
"snow" the public, but instead is questioning the manner in which things are being done
differently. He again supported using the previously used process.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale noted individuals running for the School Clerk, Treasurer, Board
members, and Moderator.
Moderator Gale read Article 4. Peter Titus made a motion that the article be moved to
ballot. Jolyon Johnson seconded the motion. Jolyon Johnson reviewed thejustification
for the Trust Fund, and explained that funds would come from a surplus. He shared that
there is currently around $100,000 in the fund.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 5. Chair Curt made a motion that the article be moved to
ballot. Shaun Carroll seconded the motion. Shaun Carroll explained the justification for
"Phase H" ofthe air conditioning for the SMHS. He noted that Phase H was postponed
for the 03/04 school year, and stated that it would cost around $18,000 to complete the
project.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
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Moderator Gale read Article 6. Shaun Carroll made a motion that the article be moved
to ballot. Shaun Carroll seconded the motion. Sharon Parsons explained that she and
Shaun Carroll participated in the negotiations ofthe Teachers' Contract. She explained
that they focused on salaries, insurance, and retirement benefits. Mrs. Parsons also
explained that they reviewed the salary scale, pointing out salary ranges for neighboring
towns.
Sharon Parsons reviewed the two proposed health insurance options and related
employee contributions. She also reviewed retirement bonuses. Mrs. Parsons noted that
the Board felt they were presenting a "fair and equitable agreement".
Alden Clough (Nutting Road) asked how different the new agreement was from the
agreement voted down last year. Sharon Parsons explained that the differences in
salaries were not far off; however, teacher contributions for health insurance were
increased in the new contract proposed.
Richard Haynes (Fox Road) questioned the Teachers' Contract being in a warrant article,
noting that it could be easily voted down when not included in the operating budget.
Superintendent Mealey explained that a one-year Teachers' Contract can be a budget
item or a warrant article. However, if a contract is for three-years or more, it must be a
warrant article as mandated by Law.
Charlotte Brown (BAC) shared that the BAC did not recommend approval of the
Teachers' Contract proposed last year because it lacked justification. She explained that
the BAC has discussed the current contract with the Board, that documentation
supporting the contract was provided, and based upon that information the BAC feels
the contract appears fair and equitable.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale asked to skip ahead to Article 1 1 , if there was no objection, so that
visitors could present and then leave the meeting. There was no public objection.
Moderator Gale read Article 1 1 . Chair Curt made a motion that
the article be amended, and read the amendment. Shaun Carroll seconded the motion.
Larry Brudnicki stated that he was not against the SCES renovation, but was against the
process that the Board was using. He stated that the Board does not need $400,000 to
spend on designs before the town votes to renovate. He requested an amendment and
presented it in writing to the Moderator.
Moderator Gale reviewed the amendment, and stated that he would reject it as proposed
and ruled it "out of order". He explained that the amount proposed in the article could
be changes, but making a Capital Reserve was out of order. Moderator Gale ruled that
the proposed amendment changed the question before the voters both that evening and
on March 9th . He explained that the amendment changed the nature of the article.
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Moderator Gale noted that the public could appeal the decision of the Moderator. The
public asked to appeal the Moderator's decision, and a verbal vote of those in favor of
and opposed to the appeal was taken. Moderator Gale ruled that those opposed to the
appeal ofthe Moderator's decision won the vote. A request was made for a visual count.
Results of the count were 35 in favor or upholding the Moderator's decision and 28
were opposed to the Moderator's decision. It was determined that the Moderator's
decision was upheld.
Larry Brudnicki made a motion to amend Article 1 1 to the amount of $50,000. Ken
Meyer seconded the motion.
Moderator Gale called for a short recess at 8:50 p.m.
Moderator Gale called the meeting back to order at 8:53 p.m.
Moderator Gale reviewed the amendment to Article 1 1 proposed by Mr. Brudnicki. He
explained that is was exactly as written and proposed by the Board, except that the dollar
amount was changed to $50,000 instead of $400,000.
Rob Armstrong (Georges Mills) questioned why the Board had not given a presentation
regarding the Article yet. Moderator Gale allowed Chair Curt to begin his presentation
for Article 1 1 . Chair Curt explained his amendment, and noted that it simply added
more information for voters.
Chair Curt reviewed the history ofthe SCES Renovation Committee, beginning with the
Brown Report Summary (which was included in packets distributed). He reviewed the
changes that have occurred at SCES, the use of space in the building, and the need for
more space. Chair Curt reviewed the process used for choosing a design firm, and noted
that Committee unanimously chose Team Design for the Program Analysis and the
Facility Analysis (which were included in packets distributed).
Chair Curt explained that the next step for the Renovation was looking into design
options. He noted that to be eligible for 30% state building aide, all State guidelines
must be met. One ofthese guidelines is a 2nd access to the school, which currently does
not exist. Chair Curt explained that a 2
nd
access option was being explored going to the
school off Sargent Road.
Chair Curt explained that the Committee was pursuing a "design, bid^ build" method,
and he provided information regarding that method. In summary, Chair Curt noted that
the Board was asking for public approval of the next step in the planning process. He
noted that the Committee did discuss the "delivery method" in depth, but decided that
the design-bid-build method would provide the best possible price for the renovation.
Moderator Gale returned to the amendment to Article 1 1 by Mr. Brudnicki and seconded
by Mr. Ken Meyer, and asked for further comments/questions. Ken Meyer stated that he
had been in construction for 45 years, and did not believe that the information the
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Committee was seeking could be obtained for $50,000. Based upon this information,
Mr. Meyer withdrew his second to the motion.
Peter Ippedico (North Road) stated that he did believe $400,000 should be spent if it is
not known ifthe structure will even be approved. He also stated that he felt the $50,000
would be pointless.
Peter Urbach (Indian Cave) noted that you couldn't change the $400,000 without
changing the wording of the Article, explaining that you could not do what the article
proposes for less money.
Bill Ostram (Ryder Corner) shared that he felt the Committee reviewed options
carefully, and felt that that this method would give the best cost in the end.
Larry Brudnicki asked what the Board would do it the Article was not passed. Chair
Curt stated that the Committee would prepare to come back to the voters.
Emma Smith (Apple Hill Rd.) stated that she was a representative for the Selectboard,
and noted how much she would like to see this planning for the renovation to continue.
Alden Clough (Nutting Road) stated that he did not know a lot about the renovation
plans and was concerned that many other voters did not know a lot yet as well. He
stated that he believed more information needed to be out to voters.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 7. Jolyon Johnson made a motion that the article be moved
to ballot. Peter Titus seconded the motion. Peter Titus explained that the schools are
currently maintaining aged equipment, with most equipment being purchased in 1965.
He reported that a Committee is in place that is studying the Food Service Program, and
shared that the Board will be looking for the Committee's recommendations. Peter
Titus explained that the money raised by the Article would assist with equipment
replacement costs.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 8. Shaun Carroll made a motion that the article be moved
to ballot. Motion seconded by Sharon Parsons. Sharon Parsons noted that the lockers
currently in use are used lockers, and that the size is inadequate.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 9. Jolyon Johnson made a motion that the article be moved
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to ballot. Motion seconded by Peter Titus. Peter Titus noted that such funds are utilized
to offset special projects, such as the renovation of the Sherburne Gym.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 1 0. Shaun Carroll made a motion that the article be moved
to ballot. Motion seconded by Jolyon Johnson. Jolyon Johnson explained that these
funds would address the problem of falling behind in the bus rotation, and add a needed
bus to the fleet.
John Wheeler (Georges Mills) asked if this would be an addition to the current Capital
Reserve fund, and if so, suggested that the wording be "to add" to the fund. John
Wheeler proposed an amendment to Article 1 - "Shall the District raise and appropriate
the sum ofthirty-two thousand dollars ($32,000) to add to the existing Capital Reserve
Fund for future capital transportation expenses?" Jolyon Johnson seconded the
amendment.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
amendment to the motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the amendment to
the motion.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
original motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 12. Peter Titus made a motion that the article be moved to
ballot. Motion seconded by Shaun Carroll. Shaun Carroll explained the need for the
water tanks.
Moderator Gale asked for a call of all those in favor of, and all those opposed to the
motion. A majority of the public was in favor of the motion.
Moderator Gale read Article 13. Hearing no other business, he noted he would honor a
motion to adjourn. Shaun Carroll made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Motion
seconded by Sharon Parsons.
Respectfully Submitted,
Kimberty Demtey, Board Seeretary/Sehool Clerk
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TOWN OF SUNAPEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SUNAPE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 9, 2004
OFFICIAL BALLOT RESULTS
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Sunapee qualified to
vote upon District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Sunapee Middle High School Gymnasium
located on 10 North Road, in said Sunapee, New Hampshire on Tuesday,
February 3rdy 2004 at 7 PM for the first session of the Annual School District
Meeting, to deliberate upon the articles, and to meet again at David Sherburne
Gym located on Route 1 1 in said Sunapee, New Hampshire on Tuesday March 9,
2004 between the hours of 8 am and 7 pm for the second session of the Annual
School District Meeting, to vote by ballot upon the following articles:
1
.
To choose a moderator, clerk, and treasurer for the ensuing year
and to choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three
years. r;
School Moderator 1-Year Term Harry Gale 711 Votes
School Board 3-Year Term Arlene Adams 631 Votes
School Board 3-Year Term George G. Curt 638 Votes
School Treasurer 1-Year Term Alan W. Doherty 694 Votes
School Clerk 1-Year Term Holly Leonard 637 Votes
3 Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other
appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted
with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein totaling $7,437,284? Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be $7,272,607, which is the same as
last year, with certain adjustment required by previous action ofthe District
or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:12, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only.
(The School BoardRecommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .80
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
522 YES 293 NO
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Shall the District raise and appropriate up to twenty five thousand
dollars ($25,000) to be added to the school district special education Trust
Fund previously established, with such amount to be funded from the year
end undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2004? No tax impact
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .00
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
539 YES 276 NO
5. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen
thousand dollars ($18,000) to provide air conditioning for the front office
area at Sunapee Middle High School?
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .04
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
373 YES 440 NO
6. Shall the District approve the cost item included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Sunapee School Board and the
Sunapee Teachers Association which calls for the following increases in





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $99,775 for the 2004-05
school year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the
increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current
staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year?
(The School BoardRecommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .23
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
503 YES 310 NO
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7. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum ofthirty five thousand
dollars ($35,000) to establish a capital reserve fund for the Food Service
Program? (A vote at an annual school district meeting is required in order
to spend any funds from this capital reserve fund.)
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .08
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
495 YES 309 NO
8. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum oftwelve thousand
dollars ($12,000) to purchase new lockers for the boys' locker room at the
Middle High School?
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Impact $ .03
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
430 YES 367 NO
9. Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) and place said funds into the school facilities
capital reserve fund? (A vote at an annual school district meeting is
required in order to spend any funds from this capital reserve fund.)
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated tax Impact $.11
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
457 YES 346 NO
10. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of thirty two
thousand dollars ($32,000) to add to the existing capital reserve fund for
future capital transportation expenses? (A vote at an annual school district
meeting is required in order to spend any funds from this capital reserve
fund.)
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Rate $ .07
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
464 YES 337 NO
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11. Shall the School District raise and appropriate the sum of four
hundred thousand dollars ($400,000) for architectural and engineering fees
for the design and engineering ofthe Sunapee Central Elementary School?
(The expectation is that this design will result in approximately a $6.5
million project, including building and site costs, a second access, and an
estimated additional $1,000,000 in soft costs. The District anticipates
receiving 30% in State Building Aid, based on the total cost ofthe project.)
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Rate $ .92
{The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)
338 YES 470 NO
12. Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of up to fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000) to replace the hot water tanks at the Sunapee
Middle High School?
(The School Board Recommends Approval) Estimated Tax Rate $.11
(The Budget Advisory Committee Recommends Approval)





















10/01/00 10/01/01 10/01/02 10701/03 10/01/04
23.0 25.0 25.0 23.5 23.5
1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.8
1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5
2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
35.5 38.0 39.0 37.5 37.8
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Classroom Teachers
(Includes music, band, chorus and













Psychologist (4 days per week)
Bus Coordinator/Driver
Custodians




17.0 16.0 *16.0 *17.0 14.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0
3.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 1.6
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
32.5 31.5 29.5 30.5
28.1
1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0
23.0 23.0 29.0 30.0 22.0
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
6.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0
5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0
45.0 46.5 52.5 52.5 46.0
113.5 116.0 121.0 120.5 111.0
S50
ENROLLMENT
SCHOOL GRADE 10/01/00 10/01/01 10/01/02 10/01/03 10/01/<
Elementary
K 34 30 31 33 31
1 39 36 29 35 32
2 31 39 38 31 36
3 43 27 40 43 30
4 38 45 30 45 41
5 47 35 48 29 47
Sub Total 232 212 216 216 217
Middle School
6 44 47 35 51 32
7 54 42 47 37 52
8 55 57 44 48 37
Sub Total 153 146 126 136 121
High School
9 50 51 66 57 46
10 41 50 55 56 56





















LIBRARY HOURS: M, W, 10am-8pm Th, F 10am-6pm,
Sat, lOam-lpm 763-5513
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE HOURS: M, Tues, Th, F, 8pm-5pm,
W, 8am-lpm 763-2212
THRIFT SHOP HOURS: Tues, 3pm-6pm, Th, 6pm-8pm,
Sat, 9:30-1 1:30 NONE
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR HOURS:
M, Tues, Th, F, 8-5pm, W, 8am-lpm,
Second & Fourth Sat, 9am-NOON 763-2449
TOWN MANAGER 763-2212
TRANSFER STATION HOURS: M, Th, F, Sat, 8am-4:15pm
Sun, 8am-l 1:45am 763-4614
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 763-2121
WATER AND SEWER OFFICE 763-2115
ZONING ADMIN OFFICE HOURS: Tues - 12pm-4pm 763-3194
PLANNING ADMIN HOURS: Mon-9am-lpm 763-3194
TOWN PLANNER 1 st Thurs of the Month: 12-5pm 763-3194










ANNUAL MEETING FOR THE ELECTION
OF TOWN AND SCHOOL OFFICERS
AND
BALLOT VOTING ON THE WARRANT ARTICLES
FOR BOTH TOWN AND SCHOOL BUDGETS
Tuesday, March 8, 2005
Sherburne Gymnasium on Route 11
Polls will be open from 8:00am to 7:00pm
**************************************************
VOTERS: Please see enclosed
Blue - Sample Town Warrant Ballot
Green - Sample School Warrant Ballot
